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Geological Society of South Africa
Nominated Council Members for 2013 -2014

President and MANCO (positions held 2012-13)
Avinash Bisnath (Kai Batla) – President Elect (2013-14)
Pamela Naidoo (Rio Tinto) -   President (2012-13)
Johan Kryunauw (Johan Krynauw Geological Services) – Immediate Past 
President
Thomas Molelengoane – (Harmony) – Vice President Finance
Dumisani Sibiya (Tronix) – Vice President Membership
Jan Kramers (University of Johannesburg) – Vice President Academic 
Affairs
George Henry (CSIR Centre for Mining Innovation) – Vice President 
Communication
Jeannette McGill (CSIR Centre for Mining Innovation) – Vice President 
Meetings
Marcia Van Aswegen (Sable Data) – Vice President Geoheritage
Ed Swindell (BHP Billiton) – Vice President Professional Affairs

General Members of Council
Alex Mason-Apps (Anglogold Ashanti), Anika Solanki (Kai Batla; new 
nomination), Bethuel (Ray) Maloka (Mbuyelo), Genevieve Pearson (Phoenix 
Geoconsulting), Gillian Drennan (University of the Witwatersrand), Graham 
Gavine (HRP Geopower), Hannes Henckel (Barrick), Liz de Klerk (DK 
Consulting), Mapedi Malepo (Kai Batla; new nomination), Mike Knoper 
(University of Johannesburg), Mxolisi Kota (Council for Geoscience), Neale 
Baartjies (Ecopartners), Noleen Pauls (The Mineral Corporation), Sello 
Nzama (Exxaro), Sifiso Siwela (MSA Group), Tarryn Ordford (Venmyn; 
new nomination), Taryn Scharf (Shango Solutions; new nomination), 
Tebatso Matlala (IDC), Chris Makgatlha (World Wide Coal), Reinie Meyer 
(Independent Consultant; Chair REI Fund), Darren Tiddy (University of 
Johannesburg; student representative)

Branch, Regional & Divisional Members of Council
Mike Lain (retired, KAN Branch and general Branch Representative), 
Willem van der Westhuizen (Unversity of the Free State; Free State), 
Steve Prevec (Rhodes University; Eastern Cape Region), Jodie Miller 
(Stellenbosch University; Western Cape Branch), Sabine Verryn (XRD 
Consulting; Mineralogical Society of South Africa), Shaffick Adams (Dept. 
Water Affairs; Groundwater Division)

Ex-Officio Members of Council/MANCO
Craig Smith (Executive Manager GSSA)
Gordon Chunnett (G Chunnett Consulting; Chair Fellows Committee)
Jay Barton (Independent Consultant; Editor South African Journal of 
Geology)

In addition, all past presidents of the GSSA are Ex-Officio members of 
Council and welcome to attend all Council meetings.

Going into the 2013-2014 year, we have five resignations from the 2012-
2013 Council:

Baojin Zhao (TWP)
Byron van der Walt (Umbono)
Gavin Hall (MELCO; Vice President Finance and Administration on 
MANCO)
Nathi Mntungwa (Xstrata)
Theo Pegram (Theo Pegram & Associates)

We would like to thank our outgoing Council members for their 
contributions, and welcome the incoming members.  We look forward to a 
great year ahead.
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Chris Hatton

from the editor’s desk

The Franschhoek Literary Festival, of which more in 
Nick Norman’s record of a ‘fracktious’ debate, is an 
increasingly popular venue where writers, including 
some scientists and a few politicians gather to discuss 
their books with the general public. This year the festival 
opened with a session on ‘Science is cool’ where UCT 
Emeritus Professor George Ellis and his panel presented 
school children with an extraordinarily clear and simple 
explanation of what science is about. Curious scientists 
investigating things like radiowaves, X-rays and lasers 
laid the foundations for the TV, the cellphone, CDs 
and the CAT scanner (the latter an example of a South 
African brain at work). Our daily use of these devices 
gives us the illusion that we understand perfectly how 
the world works. Jeff Murugan, proudly introduced by 
Prof Ellis as a student who now knows more than his 
teacher, did his best to dispel that illusion. Jeff took 
the audience from a drop of water, to a molecule, to 
an atom, to a quark, to a string which is…….. “Well I 
don’t know, but then neither does anybody else”, said 
Jeff. This strikingly illustrates that when we come to the 
very heart of matter, we are entirely ignorant. Science 
is built of islands of knowledge floating in a sea of 
uncertainty.

As our Executive Manager, Craig Smith frequently 
comments, when it comes to the climate change 
debate, uncertainty is an attribute which many 
participants lack. In the latest example (http://
www.sciencecodex.com/study_reveals_scientific_
consensus_on_anthropogenic_climate_change -
112297#comment-16456) “97 per cent of these 
(abstracts) endorsed the consensus that we are 
seeing man-made, or anthropogenic, global warming 
(AGW)”. At the Franschhoek Festival one of Moeletsi 
Mbeki’s gleeful pointers to identifying an Old Boy of 
the African Dictators’ Club was to look at the results 
of the presidential elections. In a sham democracy the 
results typically return a +90% result in favour of the 
President. Not to say that a +90% result is impossible, 
but the average citizen is generally suspicious. But is the 
climate change debate any different? Well, not really 
– in the same article ”32.6 per cent endorsed AGW”, 
which is unashamedly ramped up to 97% when you 
exclude papers which had no position on AGW. The 
opinion has been expressed that the GSSA shouldn’t 
adopt a position on anthropogenic global warming 
but should rather provide a forum for ongoing debate. 
That is an option, but the reality is that an item like 
the carbon tax is partly based on the assumption that 
AGW is a fact. 

From the comments received over the past year or so, 
my impression is that there is a sizeable number in 
the GSSA community who seriously dispute AGW. If 
politicians, whose job it is to inspire others to follow 
them, whether or not the facts are favourable, were to 
review the letters to Geobulletin, they could conclude 
that the majority of the GSSA do not endorse AGW. 
Of course it is ridiculous to take the letter-writing 
fraction of the GSSA as representative of the entire 
membership but as it stands, this is the best sampling of 
this population that we have. In a letter Pieter van Wyk 
formulates a question that the members of the GSSA 
should be answering.
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In the internet article referred to above there is a 
sense of indignation “that less than half of the general 
public think scientists agree that humans are causing 
global warming”. Regrettably, one of the imperfections 
of the imperfect system we call democracy, is that 
everyone is entitled to their own opinion, however 
ill-informed that may be. The best scientists can do is 
to attempt to inform the general public. Much of this 
issue describes the endeavours of the GSSA and the 
CGS to do just that. Christoph Heubeck, Tony Ferrar, 
Karl and Les Lane  describe their efforts to develop 
geotourism in the Barberton Greenstone Belt. The 
Makhonjawa Geotrail is planned as a roadside 
sequence of 14 well-documented geosites. As part of 
the increase and diffusion of knowledge, two major 
international conferences are coming to South Africa. 
The International Mineralogical Association meets in 
Sandton in 2014 and the International Geological 
Congress will be held in Cape Town in August 2016. 
Legacy is an important component of the IGC. A book 

on the Geoheritage of Africa is planned for release 
at this Congress. Geoheritage is best preserved in a 
regional Geopark. The West Coast Fossil Park has 
been developed over the years under the curatorship 
of Pippa Haarhoff, and is now to be expanded. Dave 
Roberts describes an initiative to combine the West 
Coast Fossil and the Langebaan Lagoon into a regional 
West Coast Geopark.

The path of transmission of information from the scientist 
to the public begins with the interaction between scientist 
and scientist. This can be formal or informal, as in the 
Rhodes University mine visit and the UCT excursion to 
the Antarctic. Pamela Naidoo, our outgoing President, 
reminds us of the vital role that mentoring plays in the 
development of geologists and calls for a more formal 
approach to this. Pamela has expressed her desire to 
champion this cause in her post-Presidential year. We 
wish Pamela well in her new role.

executive managers

Craig Smith

My main message for this issue of Geobulletin is: 
Welcome to Geoforum 2013! Geoforum has an 
economic geology focus this year, and we have worked 
hard to bring you an informative two and a half days 
of sessions focused on a variety of current projects and 
happenings on the African continent.  And we have 
some international keynote speakers who many of our 
members will not get to hear very often.  So it’s a great 
opportunity to catch up either for a day, or for the full 
meeting.

We will be launching two upcoming meetings at 
Geoforum.  The International Mineralogical Association 
meeting in early September 2014 will be held at the 
Sandton Convention Centre, and currently has about 70 
special sessions planned, as well as a general session.  
Sabine Verryn and Desh Chetty are the champions, 
and you will not see them at Geoforum because they 
are currently touring China, by invitation, in support of 
IMA.  The field trip program is extensive thanks to Prof. 
Judith Kinnaird of Wits University. We are expecting 
over 1500 international delegates to attend.  There are 
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also plans afoot to stage an industry-focused diamond 
meeting in Kimberley shortly after IMA, to enable the 
mineralogists to interact with the miners and explorers.  
There is significant interest from international delegates 
to attend both meetings for the price of one air ticket.  
Watch this space!

In September of this year, the GSSA will be staging 
a geoheritage meeting in Oudtshoorn, designed 
to attract a smaller audience active in geoheritage 
and geotourism. If you are interested in the topic, I 
recommend registering as soon as possible because 
we may have to limit numbers for that due to venue 
size.  But it is a magnificent venue, even if we’ve had to 
boot out the international tourists for a week. The key 
champion is Chris Lee – now farming near Uniondale.  
See the website (google Geoheritage 2013).

The main launch ceremony is for the 35th International 
Geological Congress in Cape Town in 2016.  The bid 
for the meeting was won by the Council for Geoscience, 
with the backing of the Department of Mineral 
Resources. The GSSA is providing management support 
on the Organizing Committee, and Richard Viljoen and 
Mxolisi Kota are the co-chairs. This is the Olympics of 
geology, with almost every conceivable earth science 
topic getting air time at that meeting. I won’t reveal 
outright how many delegates from across the world we 
are modelling for, but note that the 2008 meeting was in 
Norway and horrifically expensive. The 2012 meeting 
was in Brisbane, which was both expensive and hard 
to get to. Both of those meetings attracted six thousand 
delegates, so you can do your own calculation, given 
that Cape Town is one of the top ten business tourist 
destinations in the world. We will be making a special 
effort to obtain sponsorship specifically to reduce 
costs for student and professional delegates from the 
developing world, and Africa in particular. As regards 
cost, while most of us ‘up-country’ types view Cape 
Town restaurant prices as a tad excessive, our foreign 
visitors certainly do not. Meryl and I had lunch at the 
Waterfront the other day, and while we were trying 
hard to find the cheapest salad on offer and wondering 
if our credit cards would be declined, the German 
visitors sitting next to us thought the prices were the 
best thing since sliced bread. And for them, quite a bit 
cheaper it seems.
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With all the meetings planned, including the smaller DPP 
events ably staged by Robbie Cameron and Associates, 
we cover a lot of ground in the earth sciences. Which 
leads me to wonder what our community believes the 
top ten hot earth science topics of the current times 
are?  I’ll show you mine, if you show me yours! Write 
to the editor with your suggestions, and see how 
much disagreement there might be. My top ten in no 
particular order:

1. Developing new mineral deposit models for 
exploration of the future (finding new resources, not 
just re-evaluating the know deposits)

2. Climate Change (well, we’ve had lots to say about 
that!)

3. Application of X-Ray or neutron tomographic 
imaging to rocks

4. Shale gas in South Africa (is there or isn’t there?)
5. Deep Water Hydrocarbons (I will include clathrates 

in this)
6. Geoheritage, geotourism and geoparks (outreach 

for everybody) 
7.  Fresh water for the future 
8. Applications of nanotechnology to the earth 

sciences
9. Professional ethics and conduct for earth scientists in 

industry, academia, and government
10. Resource ‘nationalization’ (in all forms, including 

super taxation, policy development)

You will note that at least three of my top ten are not 
technical topics.  Several others are technical, but with 
serious political and societal overtones. I could have 
added several more – including the replacement of our 
aging population of high level technical skills, or lack of 
investment in basic research. Or the proper rewarding 
of deep technical skills. But that’s my list this month.

Take it or leave it!
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Pamela
Naidoo

president’s column
The final quarter of my term as President has arrived 
much quicker than I anticipated.  The vagaries of the 
commodity cycle have once again brought us to a 
time when mining and exploration projects are being 
cut back, companies are divesting or merging and 
tightening their belts and there is the inevitable fall out 
of geologists, particularly in exploration. Due to the 
process having happening increasingly frequently over 
the last 25 years, we are missing nearly a generation 
of professional economic geologist and explorers. I 
would like to use this column to highlight an area that I 
am passionate about and which I believe is key to the 
growth of the Society and the Geological profession in 
the broader world.

I have been involved with various forms of mentoring 
over the years, from graduate geologists and mining 
engineers to more experienced geologists and 
leadership development for women in mining.
 
With the opportunities for experiential work for 
university students becoming scarce due to financial 
cycles or changing legislation on health and safety, 
more geology graduates are reaching the workplace 
unprepared for the realities of working underground or 
in remote exploration sites.

Coaching and mentoring offer the opportunity for these 
graduates to learn the skills required to complement 
the theoretical background they have and to develop 
themselves professionally along career paths to which 
they are suited.

The benefits of mentoring to an organisation are well 
known. These include faster, more effective integration 
of new employees into the organisation, increased 
transfer of skills from one generation to another, 
increases in productivity and performance and better 
communication, motivation and commitment within the 
team.  

Mentoring offers benefits to both the mentor and protégé.  

It offers a mentor the the sense of accomplishment in 
helping someone develop, the opportunity to pass on 
a legacy of company and personal knowledge and 
the satisfaction of knowing that the profession will be 
enhanced. There are also practical benefits such as the 
mentor being exposed to new educational methods, 
technologies and perspectives from a different 
generation, increased professional contacts via the 
protégé’s network and enhanced reputation and 
recognition of commitment to the organisation.

Protégés benefit from gaining technical, interpersonal, 
managerial and leadership skills, self confidence in 
decision making within the organisation, insight into 
the organisational culture, professional contacts, 
assistance in identifying areas of weakness and how 
to address them and the  gaining of a relationship with 
a person who can serve as a role model , a sounding 
board to give feedback on professional and personal 
goals and ideas and a source of stability when facing 
new challenges. 

The importance of having role models cannot be over 
stated. Some may be people you never meet, but I 
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think you learn more from those you actually get to 
interact with. Role models have been inspirational in 
my own career, with different role models offering me 
perspectives on each area I wanted to develop in as 
my career progressed. For example, I first met Lesley 
Turner as an undergrad at UKZN in 1991. She was 
then on the GSSA council and it was great to meet 
her again as part of MANCO  at the GSSA centenary 
in 1995 and later as the first woman President of the 
Society in 2001. She demonstrated by her actions the 
role a geologist could play in encouraging students to 
join the Society and inspired me to join the Council 
myself in 2002. 

A fantastic industry role model was at the time my Chief 
Geologist, Matthew Field, who helped me understand 
that not only was it important to be technically 
accomplished, but that to be a good leader, one had 
to understand people and how to motivate and inspire 
them i.e. the emotional  quotient. The first Consultant 
Geologist I ever worked for and who I am proud to be 
working with still, Ed Swindell, showed me the role of 
the Competent Person and I am still learning from him 
about professionalism and leadership.

A number of companies set up formal mentoring 
programmes, but these may not always deliver what is 
required. Mentoring requires a firm commitment from 
the mentor and mentee to work towards the defined 
goals. A mentor has to be successful and secure within 
themselves and care about and have a strong desire to 
help people develop. Both parties have to be willing 

to spend the time and effort to build the relationship 
and achieve goals and having a structure helps with 
the process. 

Increasingly graduates are being employed in smaller 
companies which are not able to implement formal 
mentoring programmes. There are some programmes 
available externally, but more informal approaches 
and new forms of mentoring are also now bearing 
fruit. Organisations are starting to offer remote forms 
of mentoring via technology enablers such as Skype 
and I think this is ideal for the geological world where 
people may be widely separated in space and time.

I believe that the GSSA can add much value to its 
membership by offering a mentoring programme. We 
have a wealth of knowledge to share in our Fellows 
and experienced Members that would benefit young 
geologists and graduates and help build a stronger 
professional base for the Society into the future. This 
is something I would like to champion further in 2013 
-2014 and I would like anyone who is interested in 
being a mentor to get in touch via info@gssa.org.za 
about building such a programme.

A review of activities and achievements for the 2012-
2013 year will be found in my report at the AGM in 
July, which I encourage you all to attend. I look forward 
to once again seeing everyone who can make it there.

Stay inspired!

PROPOSED	 AMENDMENTS	 TO	 THE	 MINERAL	 AND	

PETROLEUM	RESOURCES	DEVELOPMENT	ACT:

COMMENT BY THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF 
SOUTH AFRICA:

At the end of December, 2012, the Geological Society 
of South Africa (GSSA) was made aware of the 
gazetting of proposed amendments to the Minerals 
and Petroleum Resources Development Act, with an 
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MPRD Act

invitation for comment by end January, 2013, extended 
to 8th February, 2013. The gazetted amendment 
proposal is 105 pages in length and did require some 
time to work through.
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MPRD Act

The Management Committee (MANCO) of the 
GSSA felt that comment was warranted, and a 
document communicating some broad concerns of 
the amendments, particularly as regards how the 
amendments might affect earth scientists in South 
Africa, was submitted. On receipt of the comment the 
GSSA was invited to participate in an open discussion 
day by the Department of Mineral Resources, and 
Johan Krynauw and Craig Smith attended, along with 
several other groups that had submitted comment. The 
debate (particularly after Johan’s presentation) was 
vigorous but cordial, and we believe the DMR greatly 
appreciated the feedback received.

A summary of our concerns and the flavour of the 
debate follows:

The GSSA submission did not attempt to cover drafting 
errors of a minor nature, but rather covered some 
broad concerns. These included:
l Undefined ‘free carry for government’ clauses in oil 

and gas exploration and production
l The possible disbandment of the Petroleum Agency 

of South Africa (i.e. possible loss of a pool of 
knowledge in the oil and gas industry that has 
taken decades to establish, along with a possible 
loss or regulatory capacity).

l Ambiguities in sections dealing with the 
beneficiation and export of minerals

l Changes in the definition of tailings dumps and 
residual stockpiles

l Modification of the first-come, first-served principle 
in the application for mineral rights

l Lack of clarity of intent in the formation of certain 
Regional Committees

l Duplicate reporting of exploration results
l General increase in ministerial powers
l Meaning of section seemingly requiring ministerial 

approval in trading shares of resource companies 
and transfer of exploration or mining rights

l No exemptions made in the restriction of sampling 
exercises for the purpose of academic research

Most of these concerns were noted by others, though 
the GSSA may have been the only group to recognize 
a possible ‘untended consequence’ in the clauses 
which could have effectively limited sampling access 

to academic and government researchers. The DMR 
assured us in the strongest possible way that there 
was unqualified support for academic research, and 
especially for researchers based in South African 
universities. We believe that clause will be amended 
appropriately.

In response to concerns about undefined free carry in 
oil and gas projects, the DMR noted this was standard 
practice world-wide, but will hopefully re-draft to 
provide more certainty. We were assured that the 
intention was not to disband the skills resident in the 
Petroleum Agency of South Africa (PASA).  Rather, the 
intention seems to manage it differently and to eliminate 
overlaps.  It is likely that appendices with greater detail 
will be added to the revision of the amendment that will 
actually go to Parliament.

Government has a stated objective of adding more 
value to South Africa’s mineral exports through greater 
beneficiation. The GSSA noted that economically 
viable schemes are the only ones that work, and 
that we believed industry should be incentivised 
for investing in beneficiation, as opposed to being 
punished for not doing so. It may be that the different 
companies (possibly newly formed) need to be at 
the forefront of this. Miners do not necessarily make 
good manufacturers. ‘Strategic’  minerals need to be 
precisely defined. South Africa is by no means the only 
country to express concern about strategic minerals; 
for example REE in the United States could well be 
subject to regulations limiting exports.

Ambiguity in the definitions of stock piles and tailings 
dumps seem to reflect imprecise drafting more than 
anything else – but there could be future court battles 
over this issue.  It seems clear that the DMR does want 
to stamp its authority on what happens to tailings 
dumps.

The authorities seem to be intent on modifying the 
first-come, first-served principle for granting of mineral 
or mining rights. On one hand this can make sense, 
because it has the potential to screen entities with no 
capital, experience or intent to operate from gaining 
and tying up rights. On the other hand, there is obvious 
potential for corruption, particularly if some form of 
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enhanced regional committee allows the powers of the 
central government authority to be subsumed.

It was agreed that double reporting on an annual basis 
to regional and central authorities represents wasted 
effort and expense, and this will likely be removed from 
the amendment.

There is a flavour of a general increase in ministerial 
powers throughout the document, and many groups 
have raised concerns about that, including the GSSA. 
The reason it is needed is to provide more flexibility, 
but over the long term it also has the potential of 
allowing political concerns or even corrupt practice 
to overshadow technical, economic or social 
considerations in the minerals industries. We have just 
seen what happened with the United States Internal 
Revenue Service when political agendas were taken 
up by some employees of what has to be an absolutely 
non-political arm of government.

The sections that appear to limit the right to trade 
shares or sell rights are clear examples of unintended 
consequences. It is certainly not governments’ intention 
to limit share trading.  The implications for limiting rights 
to transfer ownership of exploration or mining rights 
will only be clarified when the revised amendment is 
produced.

In summary, the GSSA has been re-assured that the 
intention of many of the proposed amendments is to 
expedite growth and investment in South Africa’s 
resource industries. However, we also believe that, 
as published, the amendment may actually have the 
opposite effect. Changes to the amendment resulting 
from the consultation process will hopefully reassure 
investors in South Africa.

Craig	Smith	and	Johan	Krynauw

May, 2013  

tel:     + 27 21 531 0400
email:  info@res.co.za
web:    www.res.co.za

Offering consulting and 
contracting services to 
exploration and mining 
companies in Africa

Project design, implementation 

& management 

Data interpretation & reporting

Drill programme support

Geological mapping

Geochemical sampling

Geophysical surveys

RadonX™ Radon Emanometry
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Survey Report: Transformation Within GSSA

MEMBERSHIP

Transformation has been an important part of South 
African society, particularly post 1994. The GSSA 
operates within the South African community, and 
is affected in many ways by the natural progression 
of changes taking place in time in our environment. 
However, in the South African context changes in society 
have been radical, partly due to the political changes 
that have taken place, but legislation has also forced 
society to change more radically than natural evolution 
would have done. As part of the broader South African 
society, the GSSA cannot ignore these changes.  
Simplistically transformation in South Africa is seen 
by many people as a race issue. Although race and 
advancement of previously disadvantaged individuals 
is a very important part of transformation, the Oxford 
dictionary’s definition in the context of a society is a 
marked change in form, nature, or appearance. In 
order to understand how the GSSA has responded and 
in future needs to respond, a survey was developed 
by GSSA management aimed at presenting members 
with the opportunity to express their views in regard to 
transformation within the Society. The survey also gave 
members across all categories a chance to further raise 
any issues they feel the society’s’ management should 
currently be addressing. 

The survey was completed by 233 members, about 
a six to seven % response rate relative to the total 
membership. In most surveys of this type, this would 
be considered a good response. The responses are 
dominated by persons in the Membership category 
(56%), followed by those in the Fellows category 
(26%). The Affiliated and Student categories together 
contribute only 4% to the total response while the 
Retired category contributes 14% to the total response. 
The responses comprises more than 80% males and 
mainly persons between ages 25 and 74. Persons from 
the age groups 18 to 24 and 72 or older together only 
make up 11% of the responses. The results of the survey 
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Stransformation 
within GSSA

are summarised below with the aim of generating 
further discussion on transformation. 

TRANSFORMATION

Do	 you	 think	 that	 the	 GSSA	 can	 be	 viewed	 as	 a	

transformed	society?

According to 41% of the respondents, the Society 
can be viewed as transformed since the management 
approach has been effective. Moreover, some 
respondents believe, correctly, that transformation 
is an ongoing process, so in this regard, the Society 
has undergone some transformation but more effort 
should be put to encourage diverse membership 
and leadership representation. 17% expressed that 
the Society cannot be viewed as transformed as the 
membership and leadership are dominated by whites. 
Furthermore, some members feel that the leadership 
does not encourage youth across all races to join the 
Society. 42% however could not make any remarks as 
clarity regarding the meaning of “transformation” is 
needed. 

Do	you	think	that	the	GSSA	requires	transformation?	

The Society requires no transformation according 
to 38% of the respondents as its functionality is 
satisfactory and as membership is open to all qualified 
geologists irrespective of race, gender or creed 
However, 29% could not comment as they did not 
have an undertsanding of what transformation actually 
means in this context. 

33% of the respondents in support of transformation 
within the Society suggested that to enhance or 
address transformation, more non-whites, youngsters 
and students should be encouraged to pursue earth 
sciences related courses and hence join the Society. 
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In particular, effort should be made to better inform 
senior students at tertiary institutions about GSSA. Their 
interest in the Society could possibly be stimulated by 
attendance of at least one day at a Geocongress where 
they will interact with the broader GSSA community in 
order to build connections with their peers as well as the 
working community. Moreover, the Society can attract 
the younger generation of geoscientists by ensuring that 
the Society enjoys better industry recognition, such as 
afforded to similar societies in other countries, and by 
offering products more relevant to young geoscientists 
(continued professional development being one of 
them). It is recommended that the suggestions can be 
achieved through joint efforts by universities, technical 
colleges and mining companies. 
 
Other concerns were also directed to leadership of the 
Society, communication, course fees and the focus on 
the Society in general. The respondents said that the 
leadership is not diverse as it continuously consists of the 
same individuals and suggested that voting be done in 
a mass meeting where people can nominate and vote 
only for persons present during the nomination and 
voting sessions. Furthermore, the society leadership 
should work on the improvement of the GSSA website 
and offer increased electronic options by providing all 
publications as e-books and/or downloadable e-files, 
to ensure better informed membership.

Further response was that the Society’s main focus 
should be on the declining mining industry and its 
impact on employment and on discussing topics 
relevant to the current geological needs of the country.
Concerns highlighted were directed to short courses 
organised by the Society. It was stressed that the courses 
appear to be primarily to raise funds or for people with 
money and that they do not accommodate or are not 
aimed at helping young professionals to better their 
geological skills. It was suggested that the GSSA needs 
to introduce some free gatherings and meetings where 
everyone can come and network.

Do	you	think	that	free	membership	for	students	helps	to	

address	transformation?

 
58% of the respondents think that free membership 
actually helps in attracting students and hence 

contribute to the society’s transformation. However, 
28% think that free membership for students is not of 
any help for transformation.

ELECTIONS

Do	you	think	that	the	election	of	the	council	members	is	

a	transparent	process?

67% of the respondents think that the election of council 
members is a transparent process while 10% disagree. 
A respondent in agreement noted that the process is 
transparent since all members are given the chance to 
nominate and vote.

Conversely, respondents in disagreement noted that 
there’s often an inadequate number of nominees to 
hold elections, resulting in minimal participation by 
membership. Furthermore, a respondent stressed that 
too many people become re-elected and this prohibits 
new people entrance into the council. However, one 
respondent argued that it’s continuously challenging to 
find new volunteers during nominations hence the lack 
of change in Council.

In addition to the dissatisfied respondents, another 
noted that the currently practiced process is skew 
because the majority of Council members are whites 
and hence suggests that the Society should put in more 
effort to attract more non-whites for the election process 
to be perceived as transparent. Moreover, the election 
process is regarded ineffective and biased towards 
Gauteng membership. One respondent suggests that to 
guarantee transparency, branches should be stationed 
throughout all the provinces and provincially, members 
should elect a representative to contest with nominees 
from the other provinces for places in the council. 

Do	you	think	that	the	election	of	Vice	Presidents	on	the	

Management	 Committee	 (MANCO)	 is	 a	 transparent	

process?

46.3% of the respondents think that the election of Vice 
Presidents on the Management Committee (MANCO) 
is a transparent process, 15.4% disagree and 38.3% 
don’t know whether the process is transparent. It is clear 
some members are uncertain of the election process 
and this is attested by comments such as “I can’t say 
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why because I don’t know who voted for him/her” and 
“assuming this is audited”.

Is	 the	 election	 of	 the	 President-Elect	 a	 transparent	

process? 

More than half of the respondents think that election 
of the President-Elect is transparent while 34% does 
not think so. The respondents noted that members do 
not know much about the election process and those 
who do suggest that selection criteria should be made 
available to members.
  
What	 approach	 would	 you	 suggest	 to	 make	 the	

President-Elect	election	process	more	transparent?

The respondents suggest that for the President-Elect 
election process to be more transparent, the nomination 
and election processes should be open to all members 
and not remain the MANCO’s private affair. The 
respondents further suggest that elections can be held 
during the annual general meeting or online. 

However, some respondents expressed the view 
that the MANCO should remain responsible for the 

election of the President-Elect since the Council itself 
was elected by the members to head the Society. One 
respondent suggested that the Council should make 
its various decisions regarding the nomination and 
election processes more visible perhaps by starting a 
“Council News” column in the Geobulletin magazine.

ISSUES

What	 are	 the	 most	 important	 issues	 that	 the	 GSSA	

should	be	addressing?	

 
Below is a summary of some aspects which members 
think should be a priority for the society
• Professional course fees
• Increased financial support from the Government 

for geoscience-related research
• Opportunities for meeting and interacting with 

other geologists as well as other professionals in 
fields related to geology e.g. environmental and 
mining 

• The merger of GGSA and SACNASP 
• Geological excursions organized by the GSSA
• Option for membership to exclude SAJG when 

registering 
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• More news from CGS i.e. new projects, maps etc.
• Coverage of industry role players at academic 

institutions 
• The network that develops in the Society is a 

very valuable aspect of our profession, and helps 
enormously when confronted with new challenges

• Ensure that educational standards and professional 
levels are not compromised 

• Maintenance of professional and ethical 
standards

• Possible creation of GSSA approved Consultant 
Register with regular peer review of participants

• Professional development programs and meetings     

The GSSA MANCO welcomes comments and inputs 
regarding the data presented above. Please forward 
your comments to Avinash Bisnath (abisnath@kaibatla.
co.za) or Craig Smith (craig.smith@gssa.org.za).
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Hi Chris,

I have only now had the opportunity to read the March 
edition of the Geobulletin and I wish to thank you for 
placing my letter. I have had a number of responses 
from other “silentists” and it may well be that we are 
ready for a “vote” on this issue. However, I would 
suggest that we must formulate our question(s) carefully. 
The issue at stake is not whether global warming is 
taking place, but whether human activity can influence 
the earth’s climate on a global scale.

Unfortunately two “errata” slipped into your response 
and my original letter: You refer to “Piet le Roux” in 
your response, but I am sure you actually mean “Piet 

van Wyk”; secondly in the second paragraph on p.7, I 
wrongly refer to Prof. Geissen while it should be Prof. 
Geissman – my apologies for that!

Keep up the good work!

Regards,
Pieter
Pieter van Wyk
MSc. Pr. Sci. Nat.
Mobile: +27829205640
Fax2mail: +27866722622

(We regret the oversights; Ed.)
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Sall the news fit to print
UCT

A team of geologists from UCT was part of the 2012-
2013 SANAE takeover expedition to Antarctica. The 
group comprised Ake Fagereng and Johann Diener, 
with David McGibbon, Sukey Thomas and Teboho 
Sebetlela as research students and Anthony Hall as 
field guide. We departed Cape Town on the 6th of 

December aboard the Agulhas II, with the aim of 
investigating deep crustal processes exposed in the 
Maud Belt. We were planning to investigate field areas 
at Nupskapa in the HU Sverdrupfjella Range, and at 
Neumayerskarvet in the Kirwanveggen Range.

From left to right: 
Anthony Hall, 
Ake Fagereng, 
Teboho Sebetlela, 
Sukey Thomas, 
Johann Diener
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Geology

After two weeks on the boat, we were flown by helicopter 
to Vesleskarvet, site of the fourth South African base 
(SANAE IV). Shortly after our arrival at the base, one of 
the helicopters was damaged, which meant we could 
not get to either of our intended field sites, as both are 
on the other side of the crevasse-ridden Jutulstraumen 
Glacier. While we waited for the helicopter to be fixed, 
we spent a week at Grunehogna, about 60 km south of 
SANAE IV, which was close enough to reach by skidoo. 
Here we mapped an area where various intrusions of 
dolerite and red granite disrupt otherwise flat-lying ± 
1000 Ma sediments. However, as we were still situated 
on the Grunehogna craton, there was little in the way 
of exciting metamorphic and structural geology. 

Two weeks later, with the helicopters repaired, we 
could fly to Nupskapa. We were all pleased to see 
some well developed augen-gneiss cut by various 
intrusive leucogranite dykes just above our campsite. 
The area turned out to dominated by various kinds of 

ortho- and paragneiss, stacked on top of each other 
and separated by sub-horizontal thrust zones. The four 
main shear zones all dip shallowly to the southeast, 
and show thrust movement towards the northwest. 
Throughout the field area, the gneisses are cut by 
at least five distinct leucogranitic melt phases. Some 
leucogranites appear to form a pervasive network, 
while others take the form of wide, isolated dykes 
bearing composite melt phases. 

After a week at Nupskapa, the helicopters arrived to 
take us about 80 km to Neumayerskarvet. Contrary to 
existing literature reports, we found the structures at 
Neumayerskarvet to be similar to those at Nupskapa, 

Camping at Nupskapa

Mapping granite 
intrusions at 
Grunehogna

Mapping granite intrusions at Grunehogna
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with several shallowly dipping mylonite zones 
dominating the geology. 

Antarctic	experiences

Fieldwork in Antarctica is unique in many ways and 
requires a large amount of preparation and careful 
planning, as the weather can often confine you to 
your tent for days on end. Fortunately, we were very 
lucky and lost hardly any field time to weather. This 
was mainly because the area around Sverdrupfjella 
is informally called the ‘Banana Belt’ because of its 
temperate weather. We often needed little more than 
thermals while it was sunny, but the temperature would 
quickly plummet to -25ºC or lower if it was windy, 
overcast or the sun dipped below the mountain.

Because we had to fly to our field areas we did not 
have skidoos to get around, and had to walk or ski 
to where we wanted to be, which was a learning 
experience for most of us. All the big and clumsy 
clothing, boots and gloves meant that climbing, taking 
notes and using a compass or camera was a little 
tricky at times. The constant bright glare off the snow 
meant that any tiny piece of exposed skin – such as 
the underside of your nose – had to be covered with 
sunscreen or would quickly begin to peel. Getting to 
outcrops often involved clambering up steep ridges or 
into windscoops using ropes, harnesses and ice axes.   

The vast amounts of snow and ice were quite novel 
for most of us, and living in a giant fridge definitely 
had its ups and downs. Keeping meat frozen was 
not a problem, but tinned tuna, cheese, moisturizing 
cream and toothpaste are not much fun when frozen. 
Similarly, making a cup of coffee took the best part of 
an hour, and we also had to make sure that beers were 
sufficiently warmed up or they would turn into a slushy 
fountain of foam when you opened them. 

The silence in Antarctica is profound. Coupled with 
endlessly receding views of 
vast white plains and steep 
jagged mountains, it is one 
of the most beautiful and 
eerie places on Earth.

Sukey Thomas
Warming up the beers

Traversing a steep snow slope

Ake Fagereng skiing around the field
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RHODES UNIVERSITY 

Exploration	Geology	M.Sc.	2013	Field	Trip	I:	A	Review

As the dust settles from the recently completed~5000 
km Rhodes M.Sc. Exploration Geology field trip, 14 
students from 10 different countries will be working 
to complete their field trip assignment, continuing 
with the early stages of their dissertations with some 
returning home to their employers and families while 
others await the start of the next module. The theme 
of the second module (and this corresponding trip) of 
the Rhodes University Exploration Geology Programme 
was magmatic ore deposits, which followed up on 
Exploration Techniques offered in the first module of 
the program in February. Professor Yong Yao of the 
Exploration Geology Programme organized technical 
aspects of the field trip, while Ms Ashley Goddard 
organized the administrative aspects. Yong, along 
with Rhodes Geology Department Head Dr. Steve 
Prevec, led the trip from 20 April to 03 May 2013 with 
geological and mine stops in Kimberley, the Northern 
and Eastern Bushveld, Barberton and Richards Bay 
prior to the class’ return to Grahamstown.

Assembled outside The Big Hole, 21 April 2013

After setting off from Grahamstown and a long first 
day of travel, the first geology-themed stop was the Big 
Hole in Kimberley, followed by a night in Johannesburg. 
Next the class moved on to Anglo Platinum’s plush-for-
a-bush-camp Environmental Training Centre outside 
of Mokopane. At the training centre, the group was 

welcomed by Mr. Dida Malulyck (Site Manager) and 
later met by Exploration Geologist Mr. James Winch, a 
Rhodes Geology graduate, who led the inductions and 
guided the class through the current operations (and 
hinted at future plans) of the Platreef deposits from an 
exploration point of view. Over the two days spent at 
the Platreef operations, the class visited the Sandsloot, 
Central and Northern Mogalakwena open pits as 
well as the exploration drilling operations adjacent to 
the Zwartfontein pit. The group was given three holes 
totaling roughly 1100m of core to quick log as part of 
the field trip assignment in order to compare the main 
footwall/ore interaction styles found in the Platreef.

Platreef Haul Truck Bucket, 23 April 2013

Once the quick logs were complete (after the morning 
of the second day), the class journeyed to Anglo 
Platinum’s Driekop camp and core storage facility 
in the Eastern Bushveld and was warmly met by Mr. 
Kobus Theron (Exploration Geologist in charge of 
Eastern Bushveld exploration). Four days were spent 
investigating the area. Day one began with a stop 
along R577 at a road cut of the Marginal Zone, 
followed by a visit to the classic outcrop of UG-1 at 
the Dwars River Monument. The final stops of the day 
were at a couple of exposures of the Bushveld Complex 
Upper Zone main magnetitites. 

During day two, the students visited Anglo Platinum 
and African Rainbow Minerals’ Modikwa Platinum 
Mine,  to inspect the Merensky Reef in the southern 
open pit and UG-3 series of chromitite layers visible in 
the northern open pit. The class was given permission 
to visit the mine by Mr. Wimpie Britz (Chief Geologist) 
and guided by Mr. Nkateko Machumele (Senior 
Geologist) and his colleagues on site. The short drive 
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Examining magnetitites 
of the Upper Zone in the 
Eastern Buhveld, 25 
April 2013

back to Driekop camp from Modikwa allowed for 
another two stops where field exposures of the UG-3 
series layering relationships could be observed as well 
as one stop to view the UG-2 chromitites before the 
group retired back to camp just in time for sunset. 
Day three entailed a drive to the Cameron Section to 
inspect the Bushveld Complex from the Lower Zone 
through to the Upper Critical Zone. With a return 
to Driekop mid day, the class again quick logged 
three holes separated by over ~20km of strike length 
and totaling more than 1400m with intersections of 
Bastard and Merensky Reefs, UG-3 series and UG-2 
Reef. Again, this was part of the field trip assignment 
to compare and contrast the layers from different 
locations.

Upon leaving the Eastern Bushveld, the class continued 
the journey to the Barberton area and set up camp in 

Nkomati Mine Valley, 29 April 2013

the local caravan park. The destination on the first day 
in the area was the Noril’sk Nickel and African Rainbow 
Minerals’ Nkomati Ni-Cu-Cr mine. The mine is tucked 
away in a beautiful valley outside of Badplaas. Here 
the class was given a safety induction and a geological 
introduction to the mine by Mr. Bryn Edwards (Senior 
Geologist). After the introductions, Bryn took the class 
to examine some exploration drill core before passing 
them onto geologists Mr. Jeffrey Thabethe, Mr. Masala 
Nelufule and Mr. Desmod Tshikota who guided the 
class to the peridotite-chromitite mineralized zone 
(PCMZ) open pit 3, followed by a couple of obligatory 
stops at ore stockpiles which enabled everyone to 
“high-grade” sulphide and chromitite-sulphide samples 
for their personal collections. 

The following day, the class was guided around the 
Mesoarchean-aged Barberton Greenstone Belt, 
currently in consideration to become a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. The guide was a retired geologist, 
Mr. Dave Mourant, who led the class along the newly 
constructed Royal Road into the Barberton Mountain 
Belt. Along the way, the group examined the well-
preserved and relatively undeformed sediments and 
volcanics comprising the mountainous region. The 
group turned back at Josefsdal, the Swaziland border 
crossing, for the last stop of the day; at Crocodile River, 
a tributary of the Komati River, where they located 
komatiites and the associated spinifex textures, along 
with overlying pillow basalts. 
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Inspecting cyclic conglomerate intervals of the Moodies Group in the 
Barberton Greenstone Belt, 30 April 2013

The last geological stop on the trip was in Richards 
Bay. The group packed up camp in Barberton and 
spent Worker’s Day on the road, heading for the coast. 
The following morning at the Richards Bay Minerals 
smelting facility, under the direction of Mr. Adriaan 
Louw, the class learned about the process of mining 
and exploring for Ti-rich heavy mineral sands and the 
extensive rehabilitation efforts made to return the mined 
sand dunes to their original state.

The final leg of the journey was the long drive from 
Richards Bay back to Grahamstown. Fortunately, the 
trip was broken up by a stop in Port Shepstone where 
a handful of students enjoyed the final rays of the day 
in the swelling waves of the Indian Ocean. Everyone 
arrived safely back in Grahamstown on the last evening 
of the trip and already had begun to look ahead to the 
next field excursion at the end of June. 

With the field trip successfully completed, we would like 
to express our heartfelt thanks to the companies and 
individuals mentioned above as well as to Mr. Quartus 
Snyman (Exploration Manager of Anglo Platinum), 
Mr. Trust Muzondo (Chief Geologist of Mogalakwena 
Mine), Mr Peter Coombes (Training Center Manager 

of Anglo Platinum), Mr. Karel Coetzer (Geology 
Manager of Nkomati Mine) and Mr. Mark Davidson 
(HOD: Mining Technical Services of Nkomati Mine), 
all of whom took the time and effort to allow the class 
the opportunity to view their operations, while catering 
to a large group of diverse individuals. Without 
their support, the field trip would not have been as 
informative and interesting. In addition, special thanks 
to John Hepple for hard driving one of the two convoy 
vehicles for the duration of the trip. Many thanks are 
also extended to those who helped with our trips onto 
sites but are not mentioned in the text. We look forward 
to seeing you all next year.

Contributed	by	Thomas	Branson
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fracking in franschhoek
In the seven years since its inception the Franschhoek 
Literary Festival has become South Africa’s foremost 
forum not only for showcasing some of the world’s 
leading literary talent, but also for airing the most 
contentious local issues of the moment. High-profile 
political figures like Moeletsi Mbeki and Tony Leon 
were amongst many well-known names featured in the 
mid-May event this year. As far as GSSA membership 
is concerned, though, the most interesting debate was 
that on ‘To frack or not to frack’.

Although the last item in the biggest venue of a full 
Friday to Sunday program, it was predictably well-
attended, and expectations of a ‘fracktious’ debate 
were not disappointed. Anyone with a program knew 
that the main proponents in the war of words would be 
Jonathan Deal, Chairman of the Treasure Karoo Action 
Group (TKAG), and maverick enviro-columnist Ivo 
Vegter (Extreme Environment). Environmental lawyer 
Cormac Cullinan provided refreshingly unemotional 
input which aligned him more with Deal than with 
Vegter, and moderator Tim Cohen of Business Day 
did an admirable job of seeing that only words were 
exchanged.

To anyone who has followed the fracking debate Deal 
and Vegter – and their arguments - are well-known. 
Deal, described in the TKAG website as a ‘Karoo 
author and photographer’, is a man on a mission, 
whose passion for his cause cannot be questioned. 
Vegter, who describes himself as an ‘opinionista’, 
can be found on the Daily Maverick website on the 
Internet, the domain name giving a good idea of what 
to expect. If the two do not cross swords daily, it is 
certainly frequently.

TKAG’s arguments against allowing fracking to go 
ahead are too well-known to be reproduced here, 
depending mainly on anecdotal evidence from the 
USA, rather than science. Though Deal was careful to 
make the point that he had not referred to the anti-
fracking movie ‘Gasland’, shown mainly in the USA, 
his talk certainly brought that film to mind.

Vegter went to lengths to stress that his opposition 

to Deal’s point of view was not because he was pro-
fracking, but rather that he wished to see an unemotional 
evaluation of the pros and cons of exploration, and, if 
indicated, of exploitation. He made the point that gas-
fired power stations in the USA, replacing those burning 
coal, had drastically reduced not only that country’s 
carbon footprint, but its economic woes as well, both 
enormously positive and desirable outcomes.

Cormac Cullinan’s opposition to fracking was part of 
an argument against dependence on unsustainable 
energy sources generally. He did, however, concede 
up front that the current forms of sustainable energy 
do not yet comprise an economically viable alternative 
to the non-renewable forms such as shale-gas, coal 
and nuclear. He was supported in this by Deal, who 
reminded the audience that now was the time to be 
preparing for the day – 2050 – when renewable 
energy would be imperative as conventional fossil and 
nuclear fuel would by then have run out.

Deal referred to an incident from the days of SOEKOR 
drilling which, if it could be proved, would constitute 
an important example of deep underground water 
reaching the surface via artesian outlets. Sludge found 
in a stream-sediment 32 km from an Eastern Cape 
SOEKOR borehole 6 weeks after the hole had been 
abandoned was allegedly analysed as drill ‘plugging’ 
material used at 2 400 m depth where the hole had 
entered a major aquifer and had had to be stopped. If 
verifiable the case would confirm beyond any doubt the 
existence of potent plumbing systems in the Karoo which 
would go a long way to militate against fracking.

Vegter closed with the contention that extreme 
environmentalists could no more be trusted than 
politicians and Shell executives, whose not-so-hidden 
agendas are an obvious cause for deep concern.

Interestingly, while there was clearly more audience 
support for the anti-fracking lobby, the advocates of a 
more scientific and balanced analysis were more than 
a handful.

Nick	Norman
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makhonjawa geotrail
Developing Geotourism in the Barberton 
Greenstone Belt

Christoph Heubeck1, Tony Ferrar2, Karl Lane3, Les Lane3

1Department	 of	 Geological	 Sciences,	 Freie	 Universität	
Berlin,	Malteserstr.	74-100,	12249	Berlin,	Germany
2BATOBIC	(Barberton	Tourism	and	Biodiversity	Corridor),	
PO	Box	221,		Barberton	1300
3Hamilton-Fynch,	3	Neil	Street,	Nelspruit	1215	

The Barberton Greenstone Belt (BGB) is justly famous 
worldwide as the prime location for Archaean 
geological research. This region, with the possible 
exception of the greenstone belts of the Pilbara region 
in northwest Australia, has taught us more than any 
other place on Earth about the early history of our 
planet. Not surprisingly, international and South 
African research groups have investigated aspects of 
its tectonics, its sedimentary and volcanic stratigraphy, 

and mineralization for decades, and have drawn 
inferences on the composition of the origin and growth 
of continents, the nature of early volcanism, terrestrial 
meteorite flux, gold mineralization, and the evolution of 
atmo-, hydro- and biosphere. 

As a result, the Science Citation Index database lists 339 
publications as a result of the query “TOPIC = Barberton 
AND Archaean” since 1976, a quite high density 
considering the dimensions of the BGB of not more than 
140 km in length and 40 km in width (Queries “Bushveld 
Complex” and “Witwatersrand AND Gold” yield 1139 
and 349 hits, respectively). Because the outcrops are 
diverse, numerous, comparatively accessible, close to 
each other, and well explained in a number of “grey 
literature” field guides, the BGB is highly popular with 
national and international geoscience student field 
trips. The region also offers relatively well-developed 
infrastructure. Aside from their geological significance, 
the Makhonjwa Mountains, with their multi-faceted, 
steep topography and variable soil structure and 
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nutrient availability, provide an important biodiversity 
hotspot set in in wonderfully picturesque scenery. 
Their natural beauty adds to their scientific interest in 
attracting visitors. 

Demands on the resources of the BGB have grown from 
all sides, including prospecting for mining development, 
timber plantations, game reserves, and tourism. 
Uneven development and opposing interests spawned 
the establishment of BATOBIC (Barberton Tourism and 
Biodiversity Corridor), a local project development 
agency, which has worked towards integrating 
stakeholder interests in the development of a common 
tourism based concept, including the presentation and 
popularization of geological heritage.

A group of proclaimed Nature Reserves scattered 
throughout the Barberton Mountain Land and totalling 
nearly 100 000 ha was successfully nominated for 
(Tentative) World Heritage Site status with UNESCO in 
June 2008. Work to complete the required “Nomination 
Dossier” for full WHS status was initiated in 2009 but 
funds from the Provincial Government unexpectedly 
dried up in 2010. The group continues to pursue the 
goal of declaring a major part of the BML a World 
Heritage Site. At present, locally committed funding 
allows only continuing work on several infrastructure 
projects which are largely aimed at handling the 
increased tourism expected once WHS status is 
achieved. 

Interpreting	geology	for	the	public

As its first major development project, BATOBIC 
designed and implemented a 40 km geological 
route, the Makhonjwa Geotrail, along the road 
between Barberton and the Josefsdal / Bulembu 
border post to Swaziland, which had been tarred 
in 2009. This mountainous, windy and scenic road 
begins in the Kaap Valley Tonalite outside Barberton 
and crosses the central part of the mountain range 
generally perpendicular to the structural grain of 
the greenstone belt units (Onverwacht, Fig Tree and 
Moodies Groups). Along this road, we developed 
fourteen geosites and viewpoints of geological 
interest equipped with structured parking lay-bys and 
visitor facilities, including large interpretive geological 
display panels and a popular-science visitor’s 
guidebook. Interpretive and production standards 
were set high because the facilities anticipate WHS 
status and therefore must hold their own against 

international competition. Vandalism, a well-known 
pervasive plague at other South African geological 
World Heritage Sites, is a concern here as well. It 
is intended to address this problem by means of a 
stakeholder buy-in programme at grassroots level to 
create respect, pride and responsibility among local 
communities through a variety of age- and group-
specific awareness and educational events.

The target audience for 
the interpretative material 
is the average curious 
travelling adult or youth, 
with pre-matric education, 
interested in the natural 
world but lacking specific 
geological training. Layout, 
text and illustrations of the 
roadside panels and the 
guidebook were designed 
to be carefully balanced: 
On the one hand, they had to relate to the targeted 
non-geological audience by capturing their attention, 
provoking curiosity, and stimulating their imagination. 
On the other hand, they also had to convey correct, 
complete and up-to-date scientific information on 
complex topics (e.g., the composition of the oceans, 
tidal dynamics, hydrothermalism, microbiology, 
turbidites, physical volcanology) to satisfy the needs of 
geological tour groups.

Roadside panels and guidebook were designed with 
educational- as well as recreational-style content. They 
intentionally went beyond mere explanation but are 
fully interpretive, employing appropriate language 
and images to satisfy high standards in aesthetics, 
readability and information content for differing 
interest levels.

The 14 geosite panels predominantly address geological 
features in a process-oriented Archaean context, such 
as tidal sandstones, biomats, banded-iron formation, 
volcanic lapilli, chert and the origin of life.  The 5 view 
panels embed site-specific geological information 
in a landscape context, describing appropriately 
biodiversity, wilderness, historic and cultural items of 
interest, emphasising their connectedness.  

After comparing available cost-to-quality options, 
BATOBIC decided to have the roadside panels made 
of high-density resin laminate boards produced in the 

Roadside view 
of a stretch of 
the Barberton-
Bulembu Road 
(the “Makhonjwa 
Geotrail”), showing 
signage
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USA. This material combines excellent photographic 
resolution with a wide colour range and a lightweight 
but rigid, nearly indestructible surface that is very UV-
resistant. Panels will be mounted on solid stone masonry 
platforms, fitted precisely and glued into a tight-fitting 
concrete base, gently angled to shed rain water and 
dust. Care will be taken to make the panels impossible 
to remove in one piece. Geotrail infrastructure and 
installation of roadside panels are intended to be 
completed before the end of 2013. 

Example of a geosite panel

Example of a view panel

The roadside Makhonjwa Geotrail, a first for South 
Africa let alone Mpumalanga province, will enhance the 
public’s understanding of the country’s unique geological 
heritage and the region’s general attractiveness to 
visitors. On a geo-specific perspective, the Geotrail 
will demonstrate the local institutional capacity to 
equip a WHS with a state-of-the-art interpretative and 
educational facility.
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Start of the Makhonjwa Mountains Geotrail at the R38/R40 intersection outside Barberton. Rock garden of painted boulders reflects the 
life and art of local artist Nukain Mabuza (1910-1983), one of the few recognized South African ‘Outsider’ artists, whose graphic style was 
used to brand Barberton’s tourism initiatives.
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SOUTH AFRICA TO HOST PLATFORM OF 
GLOBAL MINERALOGY RESEARCH EXPERTS

For the first time in its 55 year history, the International 
Mineralogical Association (IMA) will hold its General 
Meeting on the African continent and it has selected 
South Africa as the host nation. 

Taking place at the Sandton Convention Centre in 
Johannesburg from 1 to 5 September 2014, the 
prestigious forum showcases research excellence in the 
field of mineralogy. Approximately 1,500 delegates 
from all over the world are expected to attend IMA 
2014.

Founded in 1958, the IMA is the world’s largest 
organisation promoting mineralogy, one of the oldest 
branches of science. 38 national mineralogical 
societies or groups are members of IMA. For more than 
fifty years, the association has served an international 
community of students and scientists, with a goal to 
promote wider community awareness and facilitate 

IMA 2014

shared discussion and research on a global scale. 
Previous meetings have taken place in Budapest, Kobe, 
Edinburgh, Montreal and Pisa.

‘It is highly appropriate that this important international 
meeting – which occurs every four years – should take 
place in our country’, says Dr Sabine Verryn, Chair 
of the Organising Committee for the event. ‘Our 
abundance of mineral reserves is renowned, South 
African companies are key players in the global 
industry and we are credited with a high standard 
of technical and production expertise, as well as 
comprehensive research and development activities 
in the mineralogical, geological and geochemical 
arenas.’

Prof Walter V. Maresch, president of the IMA, reports 
that there is much enthusiasm for South Africa as a 
meeting destination, not least because of the country’s 
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well-established tradition in the mineralogical sciences, 
particularly in applied and economic mineralogy. 
Interested delegates are especially attracted by the 
accessibility of some exciting field trips to a number 
of outstanding geological and mineralogical places of 
interest.

Entitled ‘Delving Deeper - Minerals as Mines of 
Information’, the 21st General Meeting of the 
International Mineralogical Association aims to extract 
the riches of cutting edge science and innovation from 
respected international and local researchers. Verryn 
continues, ‘The content of the scientific programme 
will reflect on the entire spectrum of topics we’ve come 
to expect at IMA, from developments in fundamental 
research to highly futuristic applications. Applied 
mineralogy, to which South Africa’s mineralogists have 
traditionally made important contributions, will enjoy 
focused attention’.

Dr Desh Chetty, Chair of the Scientific Committee, 
reports that to date 51 sessions have been approved, 
resulting in a comprehensive programme of oral 
and poster sessions, workshops and short courses. 
These incorporate a wide variety of themes, from 
applied mineralogy and clay science to mineralogical 
crystallography; geochemistry and petrology; and 
thermodynamics, kinetics and mineral physics.

Apart from stimulating technical sessions, the selection 
of field trips on offer promises to be a special highlight 

on the delegates’ itineraries. Verryn says that with no 
less than thirty options to choose from, participants 
can expect to experience South Africa’s rich mineral 
heritage for themselves. Select from day trips to explore 
Witwatersrand Golden Geology, the Cullinan diamond 
mine; Eskom’s coal pilot test facility; the Cradle of 
Humankind/Maropeng, as well as museums and rural 
operations. Longer excursions are available to such 
world class deposits as the complex granites of South 
Africa’s eastern Bushveld and Nkomati, heavy mineral 
beach sands of the Cape west coast and KwaZulu 
Natal, the Vredefort Dome/Tswaing Crater; iron ore and 
manganese deposits in the Northern Cape; Skorpion 
mine, Rosh Pinah and Oranjemund alluvial diamonds 
in Namibia; the Orapa diamond pipe in Botswana; 
Zimbabwe’s Great Dyke and the base metal deposits 
of the Copperbelt in Zambia/DRC, amongst others.  
Then there are opportunities to visit internationally-
recognised research facilities, in close proximity to the 
conference venue. Options include laboratory tours at 
Anglo American Research and Mintek. Bookings for 
these trips will open in August 2013.
 
South Africa is also a popular tourist destination and the 
location offers unforgettable sightseeing opportunities 
for accompanying persons during the conference or 
add-on holidays after the event.

A meeting of this stature presents an excellent platform 
for brand awareness and there are a number of tiered 
sponsorship opportunities available offering valuable 
benefits. These range from exclusive exposure, 

Drakensberg

Ventersdorp raindrop imprints
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targeted promotional sessions, product demonstrations 
and networking forums as well as extensive branding 
- prior, during and post conference. There are also 
branding opportunitie in hospitality and meeting 
material sponsorship.

IMA 2014 also incorporates a trade exhibition, 
providing related companies with a captive audience, 
focused on all facets of mineralogy. Companies who 
are concerned with, would like to influence, or actively 
practise in any aspect of mineralogy would benefit from 
a presence at IMA2014. It is also a relevant marketplace 
for suppliers of equipment to mineralogical/geological 
laboratories and universities and in industry; business 
that offers bursaries to students of Mineralogy degrees 
and geoscience research companies.

Verryn concludes, ‘The IMA2014 conference promises 
to be an exciting and vibrant gathering of researchers 
and a significant opportunity to expose young scientists 
and students from southern Africa to both the local as 
well as the international mineralogical environment’. 
Registration is open and bookings can be made on 
www.ima2014.co.za.  Alternatively, interested parties 
can contact Carolyn Ackermann on +27 11 463 5085 
or caro@soafrica.com for attendance enquiries or 
sponsorship/exhibition information.

IMA 2014 offers an unprecedented African experience 
with the latest advances in mineralogy enhanced by 
warm South African hospitality. It’s the highlight on the 
industry calendar and should not be missed.

Carolyn	Ackermann

langebaan geopark
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Global Geoparks and Eve’s Footprints in the 
Western Cape
Dave Roberts
Council for Geoscience

UNESCO supports the establishment of Global 
Geoparks, embracing the concepts of conservation, 
sustainable development, community involvement and 
education. National Geopark initiatives are coordinated 
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through a Global Network of National Geoparks and 
benefit fully from membership through exchange and 
cooperation. A further significant spinoff from Global 
Geoparks is their promotion on the international 
stage, thereby enhancing international awareness and 
ecotourism. Consequently, Global Geoparks are fast 
becoming established worldwide with more than 90 
having been approved by UNESCO since 2004. Thus 
far none exist in Africa although Danie Barnardo of 
Council for Geoscience (CGS) has begun the process 
to have the Tswaing meteorite impact site in Gauteng 
Province near Pretoria, declared a Global Geopark. 

A recent meeting of the Geosites Subcommittee of the 
Western Cape Geological Society at the CGS offices 
in Bellville was attended by Richard Viljoen as well 
as representatives of SAHRA and WESGRO. At this 
gathering  the idea of establishing Global Geoparks in 
the Western Cape, which  is extraordinarily endowed 
with fascinating Geosites of international standard, 
was tabled. Two regions along the west coast could 
constitute world class Geoparks- the present Table 
Mountain National Park and surrounds and the area 
embracing the West Coast National Park and the West 

Coast Fossil Park (WCFP). The ambitious undertaking 
to announce the proposed two new UNESCO Global 
Geoparks in the Western Cape at the 35th International 
Geological Congress (35 IGC) to be held in Cape 
Town  in August 2016 was also tabled at the Bellville 
meeting.
 
The WCFP is widely renowned for its prolific, diverse and 
exceptionally well preserved Mio-Pliocene vertebrate 
faunas. These include a giant bear (the first recorded 
in Africa), wolverines and gomphotheres-a primitive 
ancestor of modern elephants. Fossil bones have been 
partially excavated and remain in situ for viewing by 
the public. An exciting development is the award of 
about R60 million from the National Lottery to develop 
the displays and construct a new visitor centre, which 
should be complete in 2015-in time for the 35th IGC. 
This development is anticipated to promote education, 
research and ecotourism in the Western Cape. Just 
a few kilometres from the WCFP, the azure splendor 
of Langebaan Lagoon forms the centerpiece of the 
West Coast National Park. The granite hills flanking 
the lagoon on the west are joined to the mainland by 
a Pleistocene tombolo. The granites (more accurately 

Bone bed at the West Coast Fossil
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‘quartz porphyries’) have only recently be shown to 
form the remnants of a Neoproterozoic caldera. 
Middle and Late Stone age archaeological sites, such 
as Hoedjies Punt and Sea Harvest also abound in the 
area. Associated with these archaeological sites are 
fossil hyena lairs from which a diverse array of faunas 
have been recovered, The hyenas are the ‘vacuum 
cleaners’ of the landscape and both herbivores and 
carnivores are predated or scavenged, providing 
a vivid picture of the animals that once roamed the 
region.

Kraal Bay is a popular beach on the western shores of 
Langebaan Lagoon, at the back of which ancient sand 
dunes form low sandstone cliffs. In modern dunes, 
sand blown up to the dune crest avalanches down 
the dune face during windstorms, forming large scale 
cross bedding. 

Kraal Bay, site of Eve’s footprints

 When the wind dies, animals walking over the dunes 
leave their footprints, which may become buried by 
sand during the next windstorm. Through time the sand 
becomes cemented and the resulting rock tends to break 
along these surfaces, revealing the ancient footprints 
once more. In 1995, inspired by earlier twin finds of 
footprints made by a wild dog and stone artefacts 
imbedded in nearby ancient lagoon sediments, I 
searched these sandstone outcrops for fossil human 
footprints. After hours of searching-against all odds- 
I discovered two beautifully preserved fossil human 
footprints on the slope of an ancient dune surface. 
  
Dated to about 120, 000 years old by luminescence 
dating and inferences from sea level history at the 

site, the footprints represent the oldest evidence of 
anatomically modern man. The group of humans to 
which the footprint maker belonged were probably 
ancestral to all modern humans and the prints were 
dubbed ‘Eve’s footprints’.  However, the soft dunerock at 
Kraal Bay beach has long tempted graffiti artists, who 
had even carved insignia right next to Eve’s footprints 
before guards were hurriedly placed on site. The 
fragile relics were also under assault from rain, wind 
and the tides and it soon became clear that they could 
not survive for long in their original setting. Reluctantly, 
helped by engineer Mike van Wierengen, we carved 
a large sandstone block bearing the footprints out of 
the sandstone cliff where they had endured for over 
100 000 years and lifted them by helicopter from the 
site; they now reside in the safety of Iziko Museum in 
Cape Town. 

Eve’s footprints, removal and building the sarcophagus around the 

new prints

 
Only a part of Eve’s trackway had become exposed at 
the surface-the remainder was still buried under meters 
of dunerock at the back of the beach. After painstaking 
excavation by myself and Mike, six new footprints were 
revealed. These were protected by casting a graffiti -
proof concrete sarcophagus around them. We hope 
that these new relics, in their truly magical setting, can 
soon be revealed once more and placed on display. 
The impetus provided by the Geoparks initiative may 
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The 35th International Geological Congress

Having won the bid to host the 35th International 
geological congress (IGC) in 2008 and having been 
presented with the ‘’President’s Cup’’ (the world cup of 
geology) in Brisbane at the 34th IGC in 2012, South 
Africa is preparing an exciting programme for the 35th 

it’s time for africa
IGC which will be held at the Cape Town International 
convention centre from 27 August to 4 September, 
2016. Only two of the prestigious IGC conferences 
have been held in Africa before, and one of these, 
hosted by South Africa in 1929, was instrumental in 
advancing the study of geology and the earth sciences 
in South Africa and the continent. It also drew attention 
to and played a very important role in the promotion of 
South Africa’s mineral wealth and the mining industry, 
one of the main pillars of South Africa’s economy. The 
other IGC to be held on the African continent took 
place in Algeria in 1952.

South Africa is uniquely placed to hold a conference 
of this nature and share the benefits accruing from it 
with its African neighbours. The superlatives of South 
African geology range from the primitive life forms in 
3.5 billion year old rocks of the world famous Barberton 
Mountain Land to the Witwatersrand goldfield which 
has produced some 35% of all the gold ever produced 
on the planet. The Kalahari manganese field hosts 80% 
of the world’s resource of this metal while Sishen is one 
of the world’s greatest iron ore mines. The Bushveld 
Complex is truly a geological wonder containing the 
world’s largest reserves of the platinum group metals, 
chromium and vanadium. Besides being a mining 
bonanza, the Bushveld has attracted researchers from  
all over the world ever since it was first placed firmly 

Richard Viljoen receiving the President’s Cup from the President of 
the 34th IGC].

make it possible to enclose the footprints in a steel 
reinforced concrete bunker, whose exterior could be 
sculpted to blend in with the local dunerock. Access 
to the footprints could be gained via a people- proof 
heavy door and Eve’s trackway could be viewed under 
the supervision of a guide. 

This is my dream-Kraal Bay in the West Coast National 
Park would be the only place on Earth where the 
footprints left by a truly ancient ancestor of all modern 
humans could be viewed. Fossil human footprints are 
deeply evocative; stand next to the traces, rewind the 
clock and with absolute certainty you will meet face 
to face with your ancient cousin. They represent flesh 
and blood, unlike bones which lack context. But the 
dream will cost money and at present funding remains 

a problem. Anyone with ideas in this regard is very 
welcome to contact me at droberts@geoscience.org.
za. More to explore in the references below.

David L. Roberts, 2008. Last Interglacial Hominid and 
Associated Vertebrate Fossil Trackways in Coastal 
Eolianites, South Africa.  Ichnos 15, 190 — 207.

David L. Roberts, Thalassa Matthews, Andrew I.R. 
Herries, Claire Boulter, Louis Scott, Chiedza Musekiwa, 
Ponani Mthembi, Claire Browning, Roger M.H. Smith, 
Pippa Haarhoff, Mark D. Bateman, 2011. Regional and 
global context of the Late Cenozoic Langebaanweg 
(LBW) palaeontological site: West Coast of South 
Africa. Earth-Science Reviews 106, 191–214.
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on the map by the discovery of the Merensky Reef 
by Dr. Hans Merensky and his team in 1924. Other 
geological superlatives, often with cultural heritage 
connections, include the Cape Peninsula and Cape 
fold mountains, the Drakensberg mountains, Karoo 
fossils, the Vredefort and Tswaing meteorite craters, 
Cradle of Humankind, Mapungubwe and the Lake St. 
Lucia World Heritage Site.

The 35th IGC will showcase  many of the other 
outstanding geological feature of the African Continent 
such as the Great dyke of Zimbabwe, the Zambian 
Copper Belt, the Hoggar Massif in Algeria, the gold 
fields of Ghana, the Great African Rift valley, the Atlas 
mountains and the Okavango delta of Botswana.
Many of the more than 40 planned field trips will follow 
closely the routes of the 1929 IGC excursions allowing 
an appreciation of how geological knowledge in Africa 
has advanced since that time. 

The spectacular landscapes, geology, mineral fields 
and the rise of mankind in Africa are becoming 
increasingly recognised, together with the role the 
continent can play in teaching us about the history of 
our planet. Geoheritage, geo-conservation, geoparks 
and geotourism as tools to educate the public about 
the earth sciences will consequently figure prominently 
and a book on the ‘’Geoheritage’’ of Africa is being 
planned. 

The organizations and management of an event such 
as an International Geological Conference is a huge 
and challenging task and planning, years in advance, 
is necessary. A few statistics drawn from the 2008 
and 2012 events illustrate the magnitude and scope 
of an International geological Conference. A total of 
6260 delegates from 113 countries attended the Oslo 
conference with 4200 talks, 2000 posters and 37 
field trips being on offer. Statistics from the 34th IGC 
held in Brisbane are similar, the event having attracted 
5924 delegates from 137 countries with 3232 talks, 
24 workshops and 29 field trips. 

Mindful of the task ahead a local organizing committee 
(LOC) who will be largely responsible for the planning 
and management of the event was formed in 2010 is 
constituted as follows ;
The LOC which is comprised of a number of sub 
committees
• Co presidents, Richard Viljoen and Mxolisi 

Koto, Secretary general Danie Barnardo and 
Secretary Juanita Van Wyk

• The finance committee under the chairmanship 
of Craig Smith is managing the budget and 
financial aspects of the event

• The sponsorship committee has been tasked 
with identifying potential sponsors and 
funding sources. Mike Wuth is the chair of this 
committee 

• A scientific programmes committee is responsible 
for organising and administering conference 
sessions, poster sessions and workshops. 
Virtually every topic within the broader field of 
the geosciences will be covered and some 40 
parallel sessions grouped according to three 
main themes - science, technology (including 
economic geology) and society will be on offer. 
A feature the programme will be the extensive 
use of modern information technology systems. 
The committee is chaired by Jay Barton

• The field trip committee is responsible for 
organising and managing field trips to 
destinations throughout Africa and is under 
the chairmanship of Chris Hatton with Sharad 
Master

• A communications and marketing  committee 
under the chairmanship of Nthombi Mdluli-
Jacha has been tasked with developing and 
managing the advertising and marketing 
campaign

• The legacy committee will ensure that the event 
will establish a lasting scientific legacy for the 
country and continent. One of the main initiatives 
will be the preparation of a special publication 
on ‘’the Geoheritage of Africa,’’ highlighting the 
continents geological superlatives. A  geohost 
programme will ensure that young geoscientists 
from Africa and elsewhere will be able to 
attend. Jeanette McGill is the chairperson of this 
committee and will be assisted by the drivers 
of the  various legacy geoheritage initiatives in 
South Africa and further afield 

• Offshore country contacts are: United Kingdom 
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and Europe –Peter Zawada, China- Baojin 
Zhao, Namibian and African countries -Gaby 
Schneider

• A geoexpo committee will organise the 
exhibition and trade show where geoscientific 
organizations and suppliers as well as mining 
companies will have the opportunity of 
showcasing projects and displaying wares, 
expertise and services.

• Professional conference organisers have been 
appointed and have already become involved 
in various aspects of planning and in particular 
the marketing strategy. Our two PCO colleagues 
are Lesley Ferreira and Crystal Kasselman. 

During the closing function of the 2012 IGC in Brisbane, 
the minister of the department of Mineral Resources, the 
honourable Susan Shabangu who had gone out of her 
way to be with us in Australia, addressed delegates and 
stressed the importance of the 35th IGC for the African 
continent, inviting the geoscience community to attend 

the event. She had a similar message to delegates at 
the 2013 Mining Indaba where she urged mining and 
related companies not only to attend the event but 
assist in the crucial role of sponsorship.  We would like 
all our geoscience colleagues throughout South Africa 
and the rest of Africa to  feel part of this exciting, once 
in a life time event and participate and assist wherever 
possible. The Time for Africa has arrived.

Co	 Presidents	 and	 Local	 Organizing	 Committee	 35th	
International	Geological	Congress.       

Members of the 35th IGC Local Organizing Committee. Back row from left to right: Juanita van Wyk, Crystal Kasselman, Pamela Naidoo, 
Gerhard Graham, Richard Viljoen, Jay Barton. Front row: Martin Lekotoko, Jeanette McGill, Nthombi Mdluli Jacha, Lesley Ferreira, 
Danie Barnardo, Prof Ngoepe (Chair of the CGS Board) and Chris Hatton.
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Institutional Members of the
Anglo American Platinum Corporation Ltd

Anglo Operations

Anglogold Ashanti Ltd

BHP Billiton Energy Coal South Africa

Caracle Creek International Consulting

Coal of Africa

Council For Geoscience

De Beers

Drillcorp Africa (Pty) Ltd

Exxaro Resources Ltd

Genet Mining

Geosure (Pty) Ltd

GFL Mining Services Ltd

Gondwana Lda

Industrial Development Corporation of SA Ltd

Lonmin Plc

Mineworks Solutions Cc

Pan African Resources Plc

Platinum Group Metals RSA (Pty) Ltd

Rio Tinto Mining & Exploration Ltd

Rock And Stock Investments

Saint-Gobain

Salene Mining (Pty) Ltd

SRK Consulting

Tullow Oil South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Umvoto Africa (Pty) Ltd

Vale SA

Webber Wentzel
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35th ICG field trips
Few areas of our globe can boast the remarkable array 
of geological environments that characterize southern 
Africa. Its geological history is in many respects unique 
in that it presents a virtually uninterrupted account of 
3.6 Ga of co-evolution of Earth and life and as such 
has attracted the attention of earth scientists across 
the globe. This is in no small measure also due to the 
significant mineral resources. Field trips associated with 
the 35th IGC in 2016 will afford visitors the opportunity 
to experience this rich heritage at first hand. Almost a 
century after the 15th IGC, held in Pretoria in 1929, 
many of the 35th IGC field trips will closely follow the 
routes of the earlier trips, so allowing an evaluation 
of how science has progressed in the interim.  Clear 
progress is visible in some areas; the Pretoria Salt Pan 
is now recognized as the Tswaing impact structure 
and the impact origins of Vredefort are now beyond 
dispute, but in 2016 how much closer will we be to 
deciphering the origins of the Bushveld Complex, or the 
enigmatic concentration of gold in the Witwatersrand, 
than we were in 1929?

For the purpose of the original bid field trips were 
considered for the area extending from the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo and Tanzania in the north to 
the southern point of Africa, including the island of 
Madagascar. However field trips across the length 
and breadth of Africa are now under consideration. 
In particular, Ethiopia, with its intertwining of elevated 
topography and rich hominid record presents an 
interesting counterpoint to similar features in South 
Africa.  

On the 150th anniversary of the discovery of diamonds 
in South Africa, certain preCongress field trips will 
end in Kimberley. Sufficient time will be available for 
delegates to continue on self-guided tours from there to 
Cape Town.

Planned field trips include:

SOUTH AFRICA:

1. Craton traverse - Kaapvaal to west coast. A traverse from the Kaapvaal craton across the Palaeoproterozoic 
Kheis belt, the Mesoproterozoic Namaqua-Natal belt and onto the Neoproterozoic Gariep belt in the 
Richtersveld.

2. Karoo traverse: Basin development, environments and sedimentation of the Karoo Supergroup with superb 
three-dimensional exposures and extensive terrestrial vertebrate fossil and plant fossil assemblages, 
including the Permian/Triassic and the Triassic/Jurassic extinction events, and well documented therapsid 
and dinosaur trackways.

3. Big 5: The “big five” mineral deposits of South Africa - gold, platinum, chrome, manganese and diamonds.
4. Eastern Bushveld: The eastern Bushveld Complex, its lithologies and mineral deposits, a visit to a platinum 
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mine, the contact metamorphic aureole and its roof rocks.
5. North eastern Bushveld: Deformation of the floor rocks and contemporaneous magma intrusion, platinum 

prospects.
6. Vredefort and Tswaing: the products of a geological process that is, quite literally, out of this world!

7. Witwatersrand: On the 130th anniversary of the discovery of gold in the Witwatersrand, an excursion 
through the world’s greatest gold deposit. Wits cross-section near here

8. Diamonds: On the 150th anniversary of the discovery of diamonds near Kimberley, an excursion from the 
alluvial deposits of Lichtenburg and Bloemhof to the Big Hole in Kimberley.

9. Greenstone belts: a comparison of the Barberton and Commondale greenstone belts.
10. Eastern Transvaal: a traverse from the Bushveld Complex through the majestic eastern escarpment, ending 

in the Kruger National Park.
11. Pretoria Group: glaciation, volcanism and sedimentation in a shallow-marine or closed continental 

depository?
12. Waterberg and Soutpansberg: the world’s first primary red beds
13. Limpopo Belt: the entanglement of Archaean and Proterozoic tectonism and metamorphism
14. Pilanesberg Alkaline Complex: Mesoproterozoic alkaline magmatism and volcanism in a “big-5” game 

reserve.
15. Karoo in Kruger: The record of sedimentation, volcanism and continental breakup in the Kruger National 

Park.
16. Cradle of Humankind: The world’s richest hominin site, home to around 40% of the world’s human ancestor 

fossils.
17. Karoo magmatism & Continental breakup
18. South African LIPS: For the volcanologists, the Archaean continental flood basalts of the Ventersdorp 

Supergroup, the acid Rooiberg volcanism of the Bushveld large igneous province and the flood basalts of 
the Karoo Supergroup in Lesotho, South Africa and Swaziland.

19. Barberton Mountain Land : The Barberton greenstone belt and its setting
20. Premier kimberlite & diamond mines
21. Natal metamorphic belt
22. Griqualand West: A classic carbonate platform with iron mines, the world’s largest manganese deposits 

and a record of early Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth
23. Cretaceous: Post Gondwana rift basins with spectacular conglomerates in the Algoa, Gamtoos and 

Oudtshoorn basins; ammonites and vertebrate fossils (including the Meat-eating dinosaur ‘Kirky’). 
24. Late Cretaceous alkaline magmatism in Western South Africa. A session on continental xenoliths  and 

continental magmatism will be linked to this field trip.
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25. Western and Southern Cape:  Seismotectonics and hydrology of faults systems in the western and southern 
Cape. This field trip will be linked to IGC sessions on the Seismotectonic Map of Africa and on active 
faulting and recent earthquake activity in Africa.

26. Bokkeveld Group
27. Cenozoic geology & geomorphology:  The coastal Cenozoic deposits along the western and southern 

coasts of South Africa, evidence for sea-level fluctuations, continental uplifts and climate change.
28. Namaqua metamorphic belt
29. Cape Granites: A 2-day excursion exploring the S-type granites, and associated culinary delights, in the 

Cape Peninsula and surrounds.
30. Gariep-Nama
31. Orange River geology
32. West Coast fossil park & Palaeoanthropology
33. Robben Island

34. Cape Point full day
35. History of Geology, 
36. Platteklip gorge-Camps Bay/cable car
37. Maclears Beacon- cable car 
38. Vineyards
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39. Paarl Rock
40. Langebaan
41. Tulbagh-Ceres; SW Cape seismicity
42. Building Stones of Cape Town

ANGOLA:

1. Northern Angolan traverse: A traverse from the Kwanza basin and its Cretaceous to Pleistocene marine 
sediments, eastward across thrusted sequences of Palaeo- to Neoproterozoic rocks of the West Congo belt, 
continental sediments and volcanics of the Karoo Supergroup in the Cassanje graben and onto the Angola 
– Kasai craton with its diamondiferous kimberlites, the Cretaceous diamondiferous placers and alluvial 
diamond deposits.

BOTSWANA:

1. Okavango: The Kalahari basin and the impact of crustal depressions and climate change as reflected in the 
Kalahari sediments, the salt pans of Makgadikgadi and the unique Okavango delta.

2. Diamonds and nickel: The diamondiferous kimberlite pipes of Orapa and Jwaneng, the Tuli – Sabie shear 
belt of the Limpopo belt and the Pikwe – Selebi Ni deposits.Phoenix/Selkirk Ni/Cu deposit

ETHIOPIA:

1. Continental Flood Basalts and Rift margin: The youngest major continental volcanic plateau, preserving a 
record from initial flood basalt volcanism, through continental rifting, to the initiation of sea-floor spreading. 
The nature of the mantle source of continental flood volcanism and the manner in which magmas derived 
from this source interacted with the continental lithosphere can be studied here and compared with similar, 
but older situations in the Kaapvaal craton.

2. Afart Rift: Rift tectonics and active volcanism, craters, rift margin architecture, tectonic and volcanic landforms, 
salt plains of the Danakil depression, the Erta’Ale active volcano and the birth of an ocean.

MADAGASCAR:

1. Central Madagascar:  Archaean, Meso- and Neoproterozoic terranes and their ore and gemstone deposits, 
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including the well studied Itremo area, Neoproterozoic continental arc magmatism,  Ranamofana springs 
and the Pliocene to Quaternary Ankaratra volcanic province.

2. Manambolo River:  The more adventurous can join a river rafting expedition to study the excellently exposed 
sedimentary sequences in the canyon of the Manambolo River that cuts across the Morondava basin. 
The sequence includes the Karoo with Dwyka tillite at its base, fossil bearing younger rocks, Cretaceous 
volcanics, and the spectacular karst landscape of the Tsingy de Bemaraha World Heritage Site

MOZAMBIQUE:

1. Lurio belt:  The relationship between the Meso- and Neoproterozoic belts in northern Mozambique, including 
the Lurio belt, the Monapo klippe and the pegmatite hosted mineral and gemstone deposits associated with 
post-tectonic granites.

2. Tete province: In the Tete and Manica provinces of Central Mozambique the relationships between the 
Archaean Zimbabwe craton and adjoining Meso- and Neoproterozoic mobile belts, the Tete anorthosite 
complex and its mineralisation and various alkaline intrusions and carbonatite complexes. 

3. Southern Mozambique:  the Karoo volcanics in the Lebombo Mountains, and the sedimentary sequences of 
Cretaceous, Tertiary and Quaternary age in the “Limpopo delta”, including some of the large heavy mineral 
deposits.

NAMIBIA:

1. Damara traverse: A traverse across the Damara belt to investigate the depositional facies of this Supergroup 
in relation to Snowball Earth, its mineral deposits, the various phases of deformation during continental 
convergence and the related intrusive events.

2. Nama-Ediacaran:  A field trip specifically aimed at studying the environments of the first multi-cellular 
organism in sedimentary rocks of the Otavi Group, the more evolved life forms of the Ediacaran fauna in 
the Nama Group sediments, [as well as animal and plant fossils in Karoo sediments in the Kaokoveld.]

3. Uranium and Granite: Uranium-enriched granites, primary mineralisation in alaskitic granite at Rössing, 
supergene enrichments in calcretes at Langer Heinrich and Trekkopje, environmental aspects of uranium 
mining.

4. Diamonds: Kimberlites and the mystery of the primary diamond source in Namibia, reworking of the 
displaced Orange River delta, Orange River terraces, alluvial diamonds, marine diamonds

5. Mineral Deposits: In addition to diamonds and the deposits in the Damara Belt, Namibia has a range of 
mineral resources which will be examined in this field trip.

TANZANIA:

1. Palaeontology in Tanzania: For the sedimentologist/palaeontologist Oldupai Gorge, the fossil-rich 
Cretaceous rocks of the Rovuma basin in the Lindi area, the Karoo sediments and their fossils and coal 
deposits.

2. Gold, nickel and tanzanite: A field trip to the Archaean craton, the Usagaran and Ubendian belts and their 
gold and nickel deposits, the unique tanzanite deposits and  the Pan-African event.

3. Rift Valley: For the volcanologist, the East African Rift and associated volcanic activity in northeastern 
Tanzania, Lake Manyara, Ngorongoro crater, Oldupai Gorge, Oldoinyo Lengai volcano, Lake Natron and 
the Serengeti Plain
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4. Lake Victoria Gold Field: World-Class Archaean greenstone hosted lode gold deposits, Geita Mine, 
Bulyanhulu Mine

ZAMBIA:

1. Irumide belt: The relationship between the Mesoproterozoic rocks of the Irumide belt with those of the 
adjoining Bangweulu block, and the impact of the Pan-African event as reflected in the Mozambique and 
Zambezi belts.

2. Copperbelt:  The world class sediment hosted stratiform Cu – Co deposits of the Katanga Supergroup in 
Zambia and their host rocks which include the glacial (Snowball Earth) diamictites, and uranium deposits in 
the pre-Katangan basement domes. 

 ZIMBABWE:

1. Central Zimbabwe:  Basement gneisses and migmatites,  the Archaean Belingwe greenstone belt and the 
Mashaba Complex with its extremely high grade chromite deposits, Kambalda-type Ni deposits and the 
Great Dyke.

2. Craton margins: The Limpopo mobile belt, the impact of the Pan-African event as reflected in the Mozambique 
and Zambezi belts, Zimbabwe ruins, Eastern Highlands, Umkondo Group, Frontier Formation, Mozambique 
belt, Manica.

 
 

Opportunity to join the University of Cape Town

To view the full advertisement, application 
requirements and response details, please 
visit www.uct.ac.za and click on “Vacancies”.
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UCT is committed to the pursuit of excellence, diversity and redress.  

Our Employment Equity Policy is available at  
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Faculty of Science

Associate Professor/Senior Lecturer:  
Economic Geology
The Department of Geological Sciences invites applications for a post at the Associate 
Professor/Senior Lecturer level to be filled by an Economic Geologist with interests and 
experience in base or precious metal mineralisation.

Requirements: • a PhD in an appropriate field at the time of appointment 
• experience of the minerals industry • ability to lead student field excursions focusing 
on ore deposits • proven track record of research and publication.

For appointment at the Associate Professor level, evidence of successful postgraduate 
student supervision or minerals industry mentorship would be expected.

Closing date: 30 June 2013        Ref: SR493/13 
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milestones
Emeritus Professor Morna	 Mathias, formerly of the 
Department of Geology at the University of Cape 
Town, celebrated her 100th birthday on 20th  May, 
2013. For the full story, visit the UCT website:
www.uct.ac.za

obituaries
by Wlady Altermann
Kumba-Exxaro Chair, University of Pretoria

With some friends you have a great understanding even 
when you see and talk to them only every few years. 
They live somewhere in remote places, quietly, and you 

know that they do well and follow 
their interest. An email from time to 
time and a discussion on science are 
enough to maintain the friendship. 
Alec Francis Trendall was such a 
person. Alec, best known in South 
Africa as the father of BIF geology, 
died peacefully at the age of 84 years 
in his home in Springhaven, Western 
Australia. Alec was universally 
respected for his work on the banded 
iron formations, but this extraordinary 
scientist had much more to offer. 

Born in UK, 1928 Alec spent part 
of his childhood in Darjeeling, and 
in Kolkata, India, where his father 
worked for various British companies. 
In 1937, he returned to UK and in 
1946 accepted a scholarship to the 
Imperial College of Science and 
Technology in London, where he 

became a student of Robert Shackleton. He obtained 
his BSc Hons. in 1949, remapping the Achill Island, off 
the Irish west coast. Thereafter he followed Shackleton 
to the University of Liverpool, and started a PhD on 
“The origin of albite gneisses” in the Dalradian 
metasedimentary rocks of the Scottish Highlands. 
In 1951 Alec took the opportunity to join an expedition 

Alec Francis Trendall

to Antarctica on board Robert F. Scott’s and Ernest 
Shackelton’s legendary three-masted ship “RRS 
Discovery”. On this journey to South Georgia, he 
slipped into a snow covered crevasse and dislocated 
his knee so badly that he had to be sent back to UK 
for hospitalization. Many, many years later, in 1990, 
I heard a legend circulating in Perth, on how Alec 
was hanging in the deep hole, in the ice and did not 
immediately call for help because he was afraid to 
disturb his colleagues, who were developing films in a 
near-by tent. Alec denied any truth in this anecdote and 
later described the real incident in his book “Putting 
South Georgia on the map”, published in 2011. The 
legend however, bears testimony the high opinion 
people had of Alec and his devotion to science and 
research. Alec participated in two expeditions to South 
Georgia, in 1951-52 and in 1955-56, not being able to 
join the 1953-54 expedition because of his knee injury. 
He used that time to finalize his PhD. In the hospital, he 
met his wife Kath who was his nurse and accompanied 
him for the rest of his long and productive life and 
shared with him the passion for many things, including 
an old Mercedes, that he personally picked up at the 
factory in Stuttgart or goats and cheese making, which 
he particularly enjoyed after his retirement in 1990. 

In 1954, Alec joined the Geological Survey of Uganda. 
The family stayed there until 1962 and their three 
children were thus born in Africa. From Uganda, the 
family moved to Perth, Western Australia, where Alec 
found work with the GSWA. Within few years Alec 
became a world expert on banded iron formations. 

Alec Francis Trendall, 
1984 at the Tommot 

River, Siberia
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Together with John Blockley and with others he 
published several publications that revolutionized 
views on BIFs and the Precambrian environments. Alec 
studied BIFs in South Africa, Brazil, India, Europe and 
North America and developed global concepts on BIF 
sedimentation. He remained engaged in BIF research 
until his death, trying to finalize a summary of his life 
work on BIF and discussing other geology, e.g. the 
Archean Ventersdorp raindrop imprints (“Hailstones 
also fall?” Geoscientist Online, 23rd August 2012). 

Alec received universal recognition for this work and 
was invited to many international conferences and co-
edited several conference proceedings and books on 
Precambrian environments and sedimentation. Among 
these volumes are such significant publications as “Three 
great basins of banded iron formation deposition: a 
systematic comparison” (Geol. Soc. America Bull., 
1968); “Patterns of Change in Earth Evolution” edited 
1983, together with Dick Holland; or the volume 6 
of “Developments in Precambrian Geology”, “Iron 
Formation: Facts and problems” (edited with Dick 
Morris ,1983). Alec served as the Deputy Director of 
the GSWA in 1970 and as Director from 1980 to 1986. 
He was the Secretary and later, the President of the 
Western Australian Division of the Geological Society 
of Australia, and Editor and President of the Journal 
of the Royal Society of Western Australia. He chaired 
many committees and conferences and received the 
Clark Medal of the Royal Society of New South Wales, 
1977 and the Gibb Maitland Medal of the Western 
Australian Division of the Geological Society of 
Australia, 1987. Among his scientific and professional 
degrees there was a DSc from the University of London 
and a DSc (hc), from Curtin University, Perth. Alec 
Francis Trendall lent his name to the Trendall Crag in 
South Georgia and his initials to the “AFT-bands”, the 
microbanding in BIF.

In 1999 Patricia Corcoran and I had the honour 
to invite Alec as a guest speaker at the European 
Meeting of Sedimentology, in Copenhagen. Alec 
gave a fascinating overview on the enigmas of BIF 
sedimentation and introduced a model for Hadean-
Archean plate movement. In a chat some 10 years 
earlier, Alec actually feared that many of the unsolved, 
BIF-related problems may indeed never be solved. In 
1999 he had answers to most of questions from the 
audience (Trendall 2002; “The significance of iron-
formations in the Precambrian stratigraphic record”; In: 
Altermann and Corcoran (Edits.) Spec. Publs. int. Ass. 

Sediment. Vol. 33, 33-66). In 2004, Alec reinforced 
his ideas on BIF in a publication following the famous 
1970, Trendall & Blockley paper “The iron formations 
of the Precambrian Hamersley Group, Western 
Australia, with special reference to the associated 
crocidolite (WAGS Bull 119, 365pp.) (comp. Trendall 
and Blockley, 2004: Precambrian iron-formations. In: 
Eriksson, et al. (Eds.) 2004: The Precambrian Earth: 
Tempos and Events. “Developments in Precambrian 
Geology, 12, 403-421). After his retirement in 1990, 
Alec became interested in SHRIMP zircon dating 
techniques and in establishing the synchronicity 
of global Precambrian iron formations, testing the 
Preston Cloud hypothesis on the oxygenation of the 
oceans.

I first met Alec when I was a student of the Free University 
of Berlin, attending the IGC in Moscow, 1984. By 
coincidence, we shared a university apartment and 
we joined the same excursion to the Siberian Aldan 
Shield and Tommot River. On this excursion, several 
of the foreign participants, including Alec, Bill Schopf 
and I, spoke some Russian. We had a great time and 
I learnt much in this short time. Alec also chatted 
in Chinese with Bill’s wife Jane and was perfectly 
informed on the political situation in the Soviet Union. 
My friendship with Alec dates from this time. Alec 
was not the oldest participant on this excursion, but 
through his grey beard and moustache, distinguished 
gentlemanly appearance and stiff leg, he made a very 
respectable impression and the Russian colleagues 
nicknamed him “diedushka” – grandfather, although 
he was younger than I am today. He visibly disliked 
this nick name. Fifteen years later, in the Pilbara, I 
had an opportunity to compare my fitness with Alec. 
He easily climbed one of the gorges in Hamersley, 
while I had to stay behind because of my fear of steep 
walls and lack of climbing experience. Alec was an 
intriguingly interesting person, unbelievably patient 
and never lacking interesting stories and ideas, and 
full of support for young students. Alec Francis Trendall 
passed away on the 4th of April 2013, three 3 months 
after he was diagnosed with an incurable illness. He 
will be missed by many friends around the world.

Data	based	on	information	from:

https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/About/.../Alec-Francis-
Trendall-1928-2013
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media monitor
MINING AND EXPLORATION NEWS

Copper

Blackthorn Resources lifted the Indicated mineral 
resource at its Kitumba deposit in Zambia to 87.6 Mt 
at 1.17% copper (0.5% Cu cut-off). An initial resource 
statement is expected to be released with the results 
of the prefeasibility study in the third quarter of 2013. 
Kitumba is part of the Mumbwa project area, which is 
underlain by a giant mineralized iron oxide alteration 
system extending over a 25 km structural corridor 
that contains a number of additional targets identified 
through airborne FALCONTM geophysical data.

Australian company Plymouth Minerals has entered 
into an option agreement to acquire two large-scale 
copper-gold licences in Zambia. One of the licences 
is adjacent to and along strike from First Quantum’s 
Kansanshi copper mine, which produces about 250 kt 
of copper and 100 000 ounces of gold per annum. The 
other is in the southern part of Zambia’s North Western 
region, and is believed to host mineralization similar to 
Blackthorn Resources’ Mumbwa IOCG-style deposit.

Gold

Mwana Africa reported a 30% increase in gold 
resources at its Zani-Kodo project in the DRC. The total 
combined JORC resource over the four deposits that 
make up the project now stands at 2.6 million ounces 
at an average grade of 2.42 g/t, with the Kodo Main 
deposit increasing to 1.55 million ounces at 3.54 g/t.

Iron ore

Baobab Resources concluded a positive pre-feasibility 
study for its Tete iron-vanadium project in Mozambique. 
The base case scenario, of 1 Mt/a pig iron production 
for a life of 37 years, estimates a capital expenditure 
of US$ 1.14 billion, with a very competitive operating 
cost of US$225 per ton. The co-production of about 3 

kt/a ferrovanadium alloy would deliver credits equal to 
US$65 per ton of iron. The study is based only 20% 
of the current resource at the Tenge/Ruoni prospect , 
and scoping-level assessments of 2 Mt/a and 4 Mt/a 
operations are continuing.

The International Mining and Infrastructure Corporation 
(IMIC), an AIM-listed infrastructure development and 
strategic investment company focusing on African iron 
ore, made a conditional offer to acquire Afferro Mining 
for up £147 million. The company has also signed an 
agreement with China Railway Group (CREC), the 
leading Chinese state-owned railway construction 
company, to cooperate in developing the planned rail 
and port infrastructure for Affero’s Nkout project in 
Cameroon. IMIC, through its privately held strategic 
partner African Iron Ore Group, is also cooperating 
with the government of Guinea to provide transport 
infrastructure for the Simandou South project, owned 
by the Rio Tinto-Chinalco-IFC partnership. Separately, 
Afferro signed a memorandum of understanding 
with Korean steelmaker POSCO for the development 
of its three Cameroon projects – Nkout, Ntem, and 
Akonolinga – and expects to conclude a definitive 
agreement by mid-2013.

Equatorial Resources has presented a development plan 
for the Mayoko-Moussondji project to the government 
of the Republic of Congo. The plan currently envisages 
an incremental production ramp-up, with 300 kt/a of 
hematite in stage1, 2 Mt/a in stage 2, and 3–10 Mt/a 
hematite plus magnetite in stage 3. The approach is 
based on work conducted by Equatorial as part of a 
scoping study, due to be completed in mid-2103, and is 
based on a number of assumptions regarding possible 
production.

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS

Omani company Mawarid Mining made an 
unconditional takeover bid for UCL resources, its 
partner in the Sandpiper marine phosphate project in 
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Namibia. Mawarid currently holds more than 50% of 
UCL, and has a 42.5% direct stake in Sandpiper. UCL 
has an equal 42.5% interest, and Namibian company 
Tungeni Investments 15%. Sandpiper, which is believed 
to be the world’s largest individual marine phosphate 
resource, is expected to begin production in the third 
quarter of 2015.

Nickel

African Eagle Resources reported the discovery of 
primary nickel sulphide and PGE mineralisation in 
the strata underlying its Dutwa laterite deposits in 
Tanzania. All the mineralised intersections are from 
the tail of the laterite resource drill-holes, where visible 
sulphides have been observed with grades of more 
than 0.4% nickel, and include up to 12 m at 0.65% Ni 
and 3 m at 1.17g/t platinum. The company is planning 
a programme of geophysical surveys, including 
electromagnetic and induced polarization, to delineate 
the current extent of the known mineralisation and to 
define additional areas for drill testing.

Bindura Nickel Corporation shipped the first nickel 
concentrate from its Trojan mine in Zimbabwe, 
following a four-year period of care and maintenance. 
Under a previously announced offtake agreement 
GlencoreXtrata will purchase all of the concentrate 
produced at Trojan.

PLATINUM GROUP ELEMENTS

Nkwe Platinum has formed a strategic partnership with 
Zijin Mining Group for the development of its South 
African platinum assets, in particular the Garatau 
project on the eastern limb of the Bushveld Complex. 
For a A$20 million investment, Zijin will be granted 
exclusive rights to participate in the projects, including 
a right of first refusal to finance project development 
and offtake supply. 

Rare earths

Great Western Minerals’ Steenkampskraal rare earth 
project in the Western Cape Province of South Africa 
could produce 5 kt/a of contained rare earth oxides 
(REO) at an operating cost of C$5.13 per kilogram, 

according to the recently completed a preliminary 
economic assessment. The study envisages a mining 
rate of 70 kt/a, based on a 278 kt of Inferred resources 
at an average grade of 15.2% total REO, plus 176 kt 
of Indicated resources at 18.2%. The capital cost is 
estimated at C$96 million. With an additional C$62 
million for the construction of a rare earth separation 
plant at Vredendal, located approximately 100 km 
from the Steenkampskraal mine site.
Galileo Resources released a preliminary economic 
assessment of the Glenover project in Limpopo Province. 
For an initial capital investment of US$233 million, the 
project would produce around 167 kt of mixed REOs 
over a 24 year life, using existing stockpiles left over 
from former phosphate mining activities for the first 
seven years, followed by an open pit operation from 
year eight. The company plans further work to upgrade 
the resources, as well as on the recovery of phosphate, 
ammonium sulphate, and scandium by-products.

Uranium

A scoping study on A-Cap Resources’ Letlhakane 
uranium deposit in Botswana concluded that the 

project could produce 3 million pounds of U3O8 per 
annum over a mine life of more than 20 years. The 
study is based on an optimized in-pit resource of 184 

Mt at 197 ppm (57 million pounds of U3O8), with 
recovery by heap leaching and solvent extraction. The 
capital cost for plant and infrastructure is estimated at 
is estimated at US$309 million, with operating costs 
from US$42–48 per pound. A start-up date in 2016 
is proposed, to coincide with projected shortfalls in 
supply and forecast increased uranium prices.

OTHER GEOSCIENCE NEWS

Kennecott Utah Copper’s Bingham Canyon Mine was 
brought to a standstill on 10 April by a massive landslide 
that occurred on the northeastern wall of the open pit. 
The slide, which is estimated to contain more than 
150 Mt (60 million cubic metres) of material, covered 
more than two-thirds of the pit bottom and caused 
considerable damage to the mine. However, there were 
no casualties. Slippage at a rate of about 1 mm per 
day was first detected by the mine’s ground monitoring 
systems in February, and the company limited access 
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to the area of concern while buildings, roads, and 
heavy machinery were relocated. The deforming slope 
was closely monitored, and when an increasing rate 
of strain in the hours before failure indicated that a 
collapse was imminent, all workers were moved out of 
the pit. Limited operations re-started on 13 April in the 
area that was not impacted by the slide, and ore from 
the in-pit crusher was delivered to the stockpile at the 
concentrator on 27 April. However, analysts estimate 
that full operations could be suspended for up to a 
year. 

Bingham Canyon is the world’s largest man-made 
excavation, with a pit almost 1 km deep and 4 km 
across. Since beginning operation in 1906, it has 
produced over 19 million tons of copper, more than 
any other copper mine in the world. As well as 300 
kt of copper per annum, the mine also produces 400 
000 ounces of gold, 4 million ounces of silver, and 30 
million pounds of molybdenum.
.
(Photos	courtesy	of	Rio	Tinto	Kennecott	Utah	Copper)

Bingham Canyon landslide

The head scarp area of the landslide on the northeastern 
wall of the pit.

The full extent of the 
slide. The massive scale 

is shown by the two 
320-ton dump trucks at 

the toe of the slide.
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THE gEoTravEllErTHE gEoTravEllEr
RéunionIsland     by Roger Scoon & Luc Chevallier

volCaNologY oF rÉUNIoN ISlaND:
An Active Oceanic Hotspot 

The island of Réunion is situated on the African plate 

in the Indian Ocean. It is dominated by the subaerial 

component of a shield volcano with an underwater 

diameter of more than 220 km. The volcanism is generally 

ascribed to an active oceanic hot spot, currently situated 

west of the mid-ocean ridge. The ocean in this area is 4 

km deep, resulting in a total height of more than 7 km 

for the volcanic peaks. Volcanism is of the Hawaiian-style 

in which relatively fluid basaltic lavas dominate, with low 

quantities of tephra (scoria, ash and pumice), typically 

resulting in only minor loss of life or damage to property. 

Catastrophic caldera events, at least from a historical 

perspective, are rare.

The island is oval-shaped, a result of being dominated 

by two major volcanic centres. The south-eastern part 

contains the 2611 m-high Piton de la Fournaise (Furnace 

Peak), readily identified on a satellite image due to the 

bare rocky slopes and central cone. This volcano is 

particularly conducive to research due to the persistent 

eruptive activity and dense monitoring network. The 

3072 m-high Piton des Neiges (Snow Peak), located in 

the north-western part of the island, is dormant.  The two 

peaks are separated by a basaltic plateau, the Bras de la 

Plaine.  The older volcanic centres are densely vegetated 

and reveal remarkably rugged scenery. Many of the 

geological and botanical features are preserved within 

a National Park that makes up some 40 per cent of the 

surface area of Réunion. The island has world-famous 

beaches and scenic coasts where recent lava flows have 

built new land.

Submarine volcanic activity at Réunion commenced 

5 Ma ago. Prior to this, the hot spot was associated 

with volcanism of the Deccan traps, the Laccadives and 

Maldives, and the islands of Chagos and Mauritius. The 

oldest volcanic centres at Reunion (Piton des Neiges 

and Alizes) emerged from the ocean more than 2 Ma 

ago. Piton de la Fournaise appeared west of the Alizes 

centre at 530,000 BP.  This latter volcano then became 

dormant.  Between 530,000 and 12,000 BP (the last 

eruption of Piton des Neiges), the two centres erupted 

contemporaneously.

  

The 2 My-long activity of the emerged Piton des Neiges 

Landsat 7 ETM+ image of Réunion Island (19 June 2000) 

processed by Philip Eales of Planetary Visions.  The capital 

town of Saint-Denis is located on the northern coastal plain 

beneath the densely vegetated slopes of the dormant volcano 

Piton des Neiges. The latter is dissected by the three cirques.  

The bare rocky slopes of the active volcano, Piton de la 

Fournaise dominate the south-eastern part of the island.

Aerial view of Réunion Island showing the dissected Piton des 

Neiges shield volcano in the background and the active Piton 

de la Fournaise in the foreground. Note the three concentric 

calderas of Piton de la Fournaise (1978).
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has involved numerous sequences of constructive 

volcanism and destructive caldera phases. The latter 

events have resulted in repeated flank failures. Rapid 

erosion due to the humid tropical climate and torrential 

rainfall has resulted in some remarkably rugged scenery.  

The three “Cirques” reveal some striking geology: rocks 

are severely hydrothermally altered, as well as deeply 

weathered. A prominent feature is the abundance of 

intrusive bodies and magma feeder systems of various 

types that are exposed in deep valleys dissecting the 

shield like the Bras Rouge in the Cirque of Cilaos. The 

views from the visitors centre at Piton Maido reveal the 

inhospitable landscape of Cirque de Mafate, in which 

even today access is remarkable difficult. Deeply-incised 

valleys on the caldera walls and outer slopes are tropical 

and include lush, densely vegetated cliffs with waterfalls 

dropping into dark, seemingly bottomless valleys.

The current volcanism is monitored by the “Observatoire 

Volcanologique du Piton de la Fournaise”. During our 

visit in 2000, we were fortunate to observe signs of 

activity evidenced by seismic profiles and substantial 

increases in the release of gas (a small eruption occurred 

a few days later). Piton de la Fournaise is very active and 

erupts every two years on average. Many of the more 

recent lavas flow from the cone towards the south-east 

coast due to the regional topography. The coastal road 

has been disrupted many times and local buildings have 

been invaded by the slow-moving lava. In August 2004, 

a small platform was created which extended the island 

into the ocean by a few hectares. The volcano was 

particularly active in 2005 and new flows developed on 

the upper slopes. The last eruption was in 2010.

The day-long hike up the bare slopes of Piton de la 

Fournaise is a remarkable experience. The morphology 

of the mountain and in particular of the central cone is 

constantly being reshaped. The last major collapse of 

the Dolomieu caldera was in 2007. The caldera is now 

1 km in length and 350 m deep. The base is occupied 

The deeply incised cirques of Piton des Neiges reveal the 

geological history of the island over the last 2 ma. The cirques 

have resulted from the complex interaction between caldera 

collapses, flank failures, and deep erosion (1978).

Recently erupted sequences of basalt in a wave-cut platform, on the southern tip of the island where new land was created during 

the 1986 eruption of lava that flowed over the road. In the foreground a flow of pahoehoe lava overlies a sequence of pillow lavas.
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by a cooled lava lake with prominent cracks forming a 

reticulate pattern. Several small craters and a cooled lava 

fountain can be observed. The Formica Leo is a scoria cone 

shaped like the larvae of an insect. The eruptions are of 

strombolian-hawaiian style with large cinder cones and 

small lava fountains generally preceding lava flows. The 

ejecta from the cinder and spatter cones include bombs, 

scoria and tear-shaped fragments (“Peles Tears”), the 

latter being mostly made of volcanic glass. The ejecta 

weather to a reddish colour due to iron oxides. Large, 

2 m-sized rafts, detached from cinder cones, may be 

transported by lava flows. Many of these latter features 

can be observed at the Plaine des Sables, or sandy plain.  

The dark, reddish “sand” (scoria) resembles a lunar 

landscape as it is almost devoid of vegetation.

Lava at Piton de la Fournaise occurs as both  (blocky) and 

pahoehoe (lava tube and ropy) types. Individual flows 

may report both types: pahoehoe occurs close to vents 

but can be gradational into aa down-slope. Evidence for 

rapid and sustained lava flow is found in the numerous 

lava tunnels, some of which may extend for several km.  

Extensive tunnels – large enough to walk upright in 

- have been located near the main road on the south-

eastern side of the island. An exposure on the edge of 

the Bras de la Plaine has revealed spectacular columnar 

jointing of basalt. The most abundant phenocryst mineral 

associated with the lavas is olivine. Erosion has led to 

the formation of beach sands derived from mixtures of 

green olivine and black volcanic glass. The Plage d’Etang 

Salée (Green Beach) is the most well known example and 

contrasts with the nearby white, coral beaches.

Peltier and colleagues have investigated magma transport 

and storage at Piton de la Fournaise, based on geophysical 

and geochemical data from the last 35 years of activity. 

They identified two periods of frequent eruptions, 1972-

Outcrop of ropy 

lava on a wave-cut 

platform, southern 

side of the island.  

Individual strands 

branch toward the 

ocean, indicative of 

flow-direction. 

Stacked basaltic 

lava flows with 

pipe amygdales 

indicating flow tops 

and bases. Outcrop 

in the dissected 

valley of Bras Rouge 

on Piton des Neiges.
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92 and 1998-2007 (separated by 6 years of inactivity).  

Eruptions were fed by the progressive drainage of a 

periodically recharged (shallow) reservoir. Each cycle was 

characterized by a sequence of summit and near-summit 

(proximal) eruptions of relatively fractionated lavas with 

low contents of olivine, e.g. mugearite. They ended with 

distal eruptions on the eastern flank of more primitive, 

or oceanite lava (olivine abundances >20 volume %). 

Within each of these eruptive cycles, they found that 

lavas became progressively more magnesian over time. 

Boivin and Bachelery have reported on the geochemical 

and petrological variations of 35 eruptions between 1977 

and 1998. They found the alkaline basalts reveal only 

small degrees of differentiation. During a single eruption, 

the earliest lava typically contains less phenocrysts with 

a lower Mg/Fe ratio, as compared with lavas emitted 

later. Data are consistent with a process of low-pressure 

fractional crystallization, involving small proportions of 

olivine, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase. They also opted 

for a model in which a shallow reservoir was periodically 

recharged. The coexistence of different melts and the 

chemical evolution of the lavas during single eruptive 

cycles are consistent with a stratified reservoir, composed 

of a complex of dykes, sills and laccoliths close to the 

surface, and located above larger magma bodies.

 

The 2007 eruption of Piton de la Fournaise, one of the 

largest observed, was investigated by both Tulet and 

Villeneuve, and Massin and colleagues. The aerosol 

The central cone 

and the terminal 

caldera of Piton de la 

Fournaise. Larger and 

older caldera wall in 

the background.

Reddish volcanic scoria resembling a lunar landscape at Plaine 

des Sables.

Spatter cone on the flanks of Piton de la Fournaise.  
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plume was measured by space sensors (OMI and 

CALIOP): some 230 kt of SO2 was estimated to have been 

released of which 60 kt was transformed into H2SO4.  

The peak of degassing was estimated at 1800 kg s-1.  

Seismic activity, which led to the collapse of the Dolomieu 

caldera on April 5th, has been linked to the transport of 

magma from a shallow chamber. Three eruptive phases, 

the characteristic style of the volcano over many similar 

events, were identified. They correspond to the down 

flank migration of fissures from the summit to heights 

of approximately 2000 m and 600 m on the south-

eastern flanks. Summit cone collapse occurred due to the 

complete rupture of the chamber roof and propagation of 

a depressurization front.
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Most photographs by the authors from a MINSA field 

excursion in 2000.  The photograph of the 1978 eruption, 

and others as indicated, by LC.

Fractures associated 

with uplift due to 

magma build-up 

at depth below the 

terminal caldera. 

Eruption in 1978 of 

a cinder cone with 

ejecta, Piton de la 

Fournaise.
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Conference in  the Klein Karoo,  South Africa

Geoheritage 2013 

Dates 9 – 10 – 11 September 2013
Venue Buffelsdrift Game Lodge, Oudtshoorn, South Africa

Welcome to GeoHeritage 2013. The Geological Society 
of South Africa takes great pleasure in inviting you to 
attend this event in Oudtshoorn on 9-10-11 September 
2013. The Klein Karoo of South Africa is a domain with a 
dramatic geological history, preserved as mountain 
ranges, deeply incised valleys,ancient landsurfaces, and 
caves. The area has long been used by humankind.  
A large part of the area is  incorporated into the 
UNESCO-designated Gourtiz Cluster Biosphere Reserve.  
There  are  many aspec ts  of  the geology and 
geomorphology of the Klein Karoo and the Reserve 
deserving of GeoHeritage and GeoConservation status. 

G U I D E D  F I E L D  E X C U R S I O N S

For more information please contact – cal@global.co.za or info@marketing-4u.co.za

Full information and registration is at:  www geoheritage.co.za

Registration opens 

01st April 2013

A. 8th September - Pre conference Excursion: Red Hills at 
Calitzdorp, Cango Caves with lunch at Wilgewandel.

B. 11th September - Geology of the Cango valley and the 
famous World Heritage Swartberg Mountain and 
historical Pass, Prince Albert museum fossil collection, 
lunch, Meiringspoort (Swartberg Canyon).

C. 11th September - Landscape in the Kammanasie river 
valley, African landsurface and duricrusts, erosion caves 
and rock art, lunch at Uniondale, red Cretaceous 
conglomerates (Enon formation).

Abstracts due 
by 30th June!

GEOHERITAGE 2013

Calitzdorp and Cango Caves.
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